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Summary

Biomass used for the purpose of energy generation (bioenergy), is considered as one of the most promising
alternatives to the use of fossil-resources. However, the viability of the large-scale use of biomass as a fuel
depends for a large extent on the costs and the greenhouse gas balance of the bioenergy production chain, of
which feedstock supply from a field side to the throat of a refinery or conversion plant, is one of the largest
contributors.
The main objective of this master thesis was to provide further insight into the costs, energy consumption and
GHG emissions of the FT-diesel supply chain from field- to refinery-gate by addressing discrete logistic
process details as well as geographic explicit transport details of inter-continental supply chains. To fulfill this
objective, a new modeling tool (BLCM-UU) was developed using two existing models on biomass logistics,
each with its own strength and weaknesses. These models on biomass logistics, where combined with a biofuel
conversion model assuming a Fischer-Tropsch (FT) diesel plant for end conversion of lignocellulosic biomass
to biofuel.
The three models used for the development of the integrated FT-diesel supply chain modeling tool are: the
Biomass Intermodal Transportation (BIT-UU) Model that uses ESRI’s ArcGIS Network Analyst; the Biomass
Logistic Model (BLM) developed by the Idaho National Laboratory (INL); and the FT Conversion Model
developed by van Vliet et al. (2009).
With the developed BLCM-UU six case studies have been conducted to assess the cost, energy and GHG
performance of FT-diesel production from stover, switchgrass and woody biomass with the source of the
biomass in the United States and with the FT-diesel conversion plant located in The Netherlands. Before long
distance transportation, all raw biomass is assumed to be preprocessed into pellets. Besides the feedstock type,
the analyzed chains differed in the scale of the FT-plant (400 and 2000 MWth input). The results, provided as a
breakdown of the costs and GHG emissions, are depicted in figure A and figure B. For all six demonstrated
cases there were two distinct contributors found to the total costs of the FT-diesel supply chain: first of all the
costs for conversion and second the costs for long distance transportation. The costs for densification into
pellets (included in the costs for preprocessing) were found to be low compared to the total costs of the supply
chains. The most economic supply chain (considering the same scale of the FT-plant) is the supply chain for
the production of FT-diesel from woody biomass. The supply of FT-diesel from woody biomass
(WoodyPTL2000) was found to be nearly cost effective (current: $108.48 per barrel crude oil, 21 € / GJ diesel)
and would become cost effective at a crude oil price of 121$/bbl. Thereby, even when considering supply
chains with long distance transportation from terminal to refinery, FT-diesel production in Europe might
become cost effective in the future and contribute to the RES 2020 targets of 20% renewable energy in 2020
(Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC).
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For all six biofuel production chains, a negative fossil energy consumption was found2. The lowest negative
fossil energy consumption was found for the supply chain from switchgrass. With respect to GHG emissions
only negative emissions were found for the supply chains from woody biomass, the chains for stover and
switchgrass do emit greenhouse gasses from which the chain for FT-diesel from switchgrass is performing the
worst by far. With an overall found range for the GHG emissions of -0.15 - 13.17 g CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel
produced, the emissions for the six case studies fall within the ranges found by other studies. Considering a
GHG emission factor of 83.8 g CO2eq / MJ for fossil diesel3 all six cases can be considered as robust GHG
emission savers and meet the reduction of 60% with respect to diesel production from fossil sources required
by the RES Directive4 (Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC). For the stover cases the reduction is 96%,
for switchgrass 84-85% and for woody biomass 100%. Since in each of the examined supply chains long
distance transportation takes place and each chain meets the 60% reduction required by the RES Directive, it
can be concluded that long distance transportation does not have to be a barrier for biofuel production chains in
Europe with a feedstock supply source at a distant location.
To determine how robust the conclusion is that a large share of the total costs of the FT-diesel supply chain are
associated with the long distance transportation of the biomass (terminal to refinery), three sensitivity analyses
have been performed targeted on the key uncertain parameters of intermodal transport of biomass: the time
charter rates, the fuel prices for IFO380 and the ocean vessel size. This was performed by additionally running
the model for respectively the lowest and highest time charter rates in the period 2007-2011; the lowest and
highest fuel prices for IFO380; and by running the model with the specifications of two other types of ocean
vessels: Supramax and Panamax. The sensitivity analysis found, that from the extremes in the time charter
rates and from the extremes in the fuel prices for IFO380 (in the period 2007-2011), the costs of the supply
chain for FT-diesel from woody biomass are most sensitive to the time charter rates. Although the time charter
rates and fuel costs for IFO380 were found to have an effect on the total costs of the supply chain, even when
considering the lowest values in the period 2007-2011, the costs for intermodal long distance transportation
remains to be a large share of the total costs of the supply chain.
The in this thesis developed modeling tool provides insight in the cost structure, potential cost reductions (for
example due to economies of scale), and transport details (through detailed depiction of intermodal,
geographic explicit transport) of the FT-diesel supply chain. Furthermore it provides the opportunity to
compare the performance (in terms of costs, energy consumptions and GHG emissions) of multiple alternative
supply chains from various feedstock and source and demand regions. Due to its ability to address for both
geospatial details and details of logistic processes the developed modeling can be used to study the effects of
densification (unprocessed, chips, pellets, torrefaction) and the effects of new technologies on the overall
performance of the supply chain.
2

Negative costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions are a result of crediting for the benefits of (excess)
electricity exported to the grid due to co-generation of electricity in the FT-plant.
3
The use of the figure 83.8 g CO2eq / MJ for diesel is prescribed by the RES directive; this figure includes the
emissions from the production of the fossil diesel (Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC).
4
Note: The RES Directive uses the emissions from a biomass electricity plant instead of the (in this thesis used)
emissions from baseline electricity generation in Western Europe for calculating emission savings.
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1.1

Introduction

Background

Biomass is considered as one of the most promising alternatives to the use of fossil-resources. It
has the potential to mitigate climate change and is able to improve energy security of supply. In
the last decade, lignocellulosic biomass has moved from a local source of energy to an
internationally tradable energy commodity and the traded volume is still expected to grow
rapidly (Heinimö et al, 2009). This movement is aided by the processing of woody biomass
resources into wood pellets which are energy dense, uniform and homogenous. These
characteristics make them an easily tradable commodity (Hess et al., 2009). The international
trade volume of wood pellets has more than doubled from 1.5 Mt in 2004 to 3.6 Mt in 2006 and
the expected demand for wood pellets is estimated to be 20 Mt in 2020 depending on policies on
co-firing, CO2 emission allowances and support for decentralized heating (Cocchi et al 2011,
Lamers et al. 2012). Also, global production of liquid biofuels increased exponentially from 370
PJ in 2000 to over 2100 PJ in 2009 of which 6 % was net traded globally in 2009, with Europe
remaining the most important market for biodiesel (Lamers, Hamelinck et al. 2011).

One of the major issues concerning the costs of the biomass supply chain is that most often
biomass supply potentials are not equal to the potential demand in specific regions as regions
with high supply potentials are often located remote from regions with high energy demands.
This implies that biomass would have to be transported between regions with a surplus on
biomass potential to regions of which its biomass demand exceeds their potential. These logistic
processes induce costs, energy and GHG emissions. Although this problem also exists for fossil
energy commodities, trade of bioenergy commodities is unique in the sense that it is less mature
and supply is more heterogeneous and more decentralized in nature compared to, for example,
coal. This makes calculating and optimizing for costs and/or GHG emissions more complex. The
viability of the large-scale use of biomass as a fuel highly depends on the costs and the
greenhouse gas balance (GHG) of the biomass supply chain. Insight in the associated costs,
environmental performance, bottlenecks and potential improvements is therefore of great
importance.
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1.2

Problem definition

Lignocellulosic biomass comes from a variety of sources and preprocessing, densification (such
as conversion into wood pellets) and conversion into FT-synfuel can take place at different
places in the distribution chain. This makes cost calculation and optimization of the supply chain
highly complex (Searcy et al., 2010). The costs of distribution are determined by multiple factors
such as the processing of the biomass, fuel and electricity prices, the density of the biomass,
distance of transportation and the properties of the transportation network. Several models have
been developed in the past to model the total costs of the biomass supply chain. An example of
such a model is the model developed by Hamelinck et al. (2005). This and other models do not
or limited include the modeling of the geo-spatial features of real world transportation networks
and the effects of changing parameters such as fuel costs, processing costs and scale on the least
cost optimal routes. Instead, generalized estimates are being used for the transportation distances
and the transportation costs of biomass. In addition, these models have often limited flexibility in
studying the effects of adding, omitting or substituting steps in the biomass supply chain. Based
on a review of existing literature on biomass logistics and biomass feedstock transportation
systems, Miao et al. (2012) concluded that there is a lack on performance based evaluation and
design of feedstock supply procedures, equipment, facility, transportation regulation and policy.
They also identified the need for an integrated framework addressing these challenges.

Some of these issues have been addressed in recently developed models. The first issue, taking
into account the properties of real world transportation networks, has been addressed by the BITUU geospatial model developed by the Copernicus Institute of Utrecht University (Hoefnagels et
al., 2011). This model is geospatial explicit, but is aggregated on logistic processes other than
transport. A second developed model is the Biomass Logistic Model (BLM) from the Idaho
National Laboratory (INL). This model includes discrete processes on most logistic steps but
takes a rather simplistic approach on calculating transportation distances or transport modes
without considering real world transportation networks (Searcy et al., 2010).
A modeling tool that has attention for both geospatial details and the details of logistic processes
could provide further insight in the associated costs, energy consumption and GHG of the
biomass supply chain.
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1.3

Objective

The main objective of this master thesis was to provide further insight into the cost, energy
consumption and GHG emissions of the FT-diesel supply chain from field- to refinery-gate by
addressing discrete logistic process details as well as geographic explicit transport details of
inter-continental supply chains, thus complementing existing models and overcoming the
knowledge gap currently present due to the limitation of these existing models.
Cultivation of the feedstock is purposely omitted from the scope of this thesis because the
operations during the cultivation of the feedstock do not describe or directly constrain the
engineering operations or the logistics of the supply system (Searcy, Hess 2010, p.10).

To fulfill the objective, a new modeling tool was developed to overcome the present gap in
analysis capabilities caused by the limitations of the existing models. The modeling tool
developed in this thesis will be referred to in this document as the Biomass Logistics and
Conversion Model (BLCM-UU). To illustrate the insights the BLCM-UU can yield it was
applied to six case studies.

The BLCM-UU provides the opportunity to calculate the monetary costs, energy consumption
and GHG emissions of the FT-diesel supply chain in detail, while (unlike models currently
available) additionally addressing discrete logistic processes and geographic explicit transport
details of inter-continental supply chains (such as transportation and geographic locations of
supply, demand and trade routes). Since the order of operations in a supply chain can change
based on the feedstock type and the type of supply system, the model needed to be developed in
such a way that is flexible in the ability to add, omit or substitute steps in the supply chain
model, so that it was able to facilitate the analysis of different supply chains.

In this thesis, the BLCM-UU model was used to evaluate six case studies were then conducted to
demonstrate that the new model can assess the following three aspects and, by doing that,
illustrate that the modeling tool yields new insights in:


the costs of producing one GJ of FT-diesel when considering the FT-diesel supply chain
from field to refinery-gate;
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the specific GHG emissions of producing FT-diesel (kg CO2eq / GJ) when considering the
FT-diesel supply chain from field to refinery-gate;



the specific energy consumption (GJp / GJf) of producing FT-diesel when considering the
FT-diesel supply chain from field to refinery-gate.

1.4

Scope

1.4.1

Supply chains

The focus in the modeling process has been on lignocellulosic biomass feedstock. The biomass
supply regions included in the case studies in thesis, using the developed modeling tool, are the
Mid-West and South-East of the United States. These are prime locations for herbaceous and
woody biomass respectively. The demand region considered was Rotterdam, The Netherlands
being one of the major locations for import of biomass from overseas locations (Cocchi et al.
2011, Lamers et al. 2012).
Six supply chains were examined in the case studies in this master thesis. All are FT-diesel
supply chains with the refinery5 assumed to be located in Rotterdam, but they differ in the
geographic location of the source of the biomass, the scale of the Fischer-Tropsch plant
(400MW/2000MW) and the type of biomass feedstock (stover/switchgrass/woody). A
description of the examined supply chains can be found in Table 1.

Source
location
Source
type
Location
terminal
FT plant
location
FT plant
type

StoverPTL400
Mid-West
United States
Stover

StoverPTL2000
Mid-West
United States
Stover

SwitchPTL400
Mid-West
United States
Switchgrass

SwitchPTL2000
Mid-West United
States
Switchgrass

WoodyPTL400
South-East
United States
Wood

WoodyPTL2000
South-East
United States
Wood

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Savannah

Savannah

Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL400, Adv.
FT, 400MW

Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL2000, Adv.
FT, 2000MW

Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL400, Adv.
FT, 400MW

Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL2000, Adv.
FT, 2000MW

Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL400, Adv.
FT, 400MW

Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL2000, Adv.
FT, 2000MW

Table 1 - Description supply chains of case studies

5

Also referred to in this thesis as FT plant.
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Note however, that the developed modeling tool is capable of assessing supply chains for all
possible supply regions in the United States and demand regions in Europe.
1.4.2

Biomass and commodity types

The developed modeling tool is valid for several types of biomass (herbaceous residues, short
rotation woody, energy crops, woody residues and algae) and feedstock formats such as pellets
and chips using the rich database of the existing BLM Model developed by INL.

The three types of raw biomass resources that were considered in the demonstrated cases are:
stover, switchgrass and woody biomass. The pre-processed feedstock format that was considered
for long distance transportation in these six cases is pellets.
1.4.3

Costs, Energy and GHG emissions

This thesis only includes the 1st and 2nd order energy inputs (both direct and indirect energy
inputs for the production of FT-diesel) for the supply chains; the 3rd order energy inputs and
GHG emissions (for construction and dismantling of capital goods, for example, the production
of a ship) are not considered, consistent with the EU RES directive on liquid biofuels. These 3rd
order energy inputs and emissions are very uncertain and contribute in most cases only
marginally to the total supply chain (SenterNovem, 2008). The costs of machines and equipment
are, however, included in this thesis to be able to account for the effect of economies of scale and
because CAPEX (capital expenditures) attribute substantially to the total supply cost.

The functional units that are used in this thesis are Euro/GJ FT-diesel produced [costs]; kgCO2eq/GJ FT-diesel produced [GHG emissions]; GJ / GJ FT-diesel produced [energy consumption].
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1.5

Outline

The structure of this report is as follows. After the introduction in Section 1, Section 2:
Methodology, covers the general approach and details on the linking of three existing models
and the development of the new BLCM-UU modeling tool in this thesis. Section 3: Results,
describes the details and the results of the six case studies conducted for the demonstration of the
BLCM-UU and the new insights it provides. This section also includes the results of three
sensitivity analyses that have been performed using the new modeling tool to assess the impact
of key uncertainties of model parameters on the results. The benefits and limitations of the
developed modeling approach are discussed in section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented
in section 5.
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2

2.1

Methodology

Introduction

A biomass to FT-diesel supply chain, which is the subject of this thesis, is a particular set of
operations, in a particular order, that biomass goes through from field to refinery-gate with as
final output FT-diesel.
In the supply chain for bioenergy, such as the supply chain for FT-diesel, six major components
can be distinguished: Harvesting and Collection, Storage, Transportation, Preprocessing,
Handling and Queuing, Conversion. Examples of operations in the supply chain associated with
the Storage component are operations such as piling chopped material or stacking into large
square bales. The order in which operations in a supply chain take place is influenced by many
factors such as the choice of biomass/feedstock as input, the type of commodity (such as pellets)
and the choice of end-conversion technology. Therefore each supply chain is unique in its
structure, represented by a unique flowchart. Two examples of types of supply chains can
illustrate the previous (the occurrence of multiple operations from one major component and the
differences that can be caused by the choice of feedstock) (Searcy, Hess 2010).
In the conventional supply chain using herbaceous as feedstock, the feedstock is first harvested
into a windrow as a first operation in the chain, and collected into bales of biomass (Hess et al
2009). These bales are then transported to the field side for storage, and from there transported to
the refinery by truck. After the goods have been received at the refinery, there is a preprocessing
step that takes place (generally grinding), after which, as a final step, the conversion operation
takes place.
For a conventional woody biomass supply chain, harvesting and collection takes place by felling
and piling the trees, after which these are skidded to the landing, where chipping or grinding of
the trees (preprocessing) takes place before they are transported to the refinery. After it is stored
at the refinery, additional preprocessing takes place (mostly drying and/or hammermilling)
(Searcy, Hess 2010).
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Advanced supply chains could have multiple preprocessing, storage and handling and queuing
operations.
The different operations of the biomass supply system can take place at four sites: Fieldside,
Depot, Export Terminal and Refinery. In Table 2 an overview is given of the operations per
component and the distinct locations they can take place.

Components of Supply chain

Fieldside
Harvesting &
Collection

Harvesting
Baling / Bundling
Collection
Storage Fieldside
Transportation
from Field
Preprocessing
Fieldside

Storage
Transportation
Preprocessing
Handling &
Queuing
(H&Q)
End-conversion

Depot

Locations
Terminal

Storage Depot
Transportation
from Depot
Preprocessing
Depot
H&Q Depot

Storage Terminal
Transportation
from Terminal
Preprocessing
Terminal
H&Q Terminal

Storage Refinery
Transportation
from Refinery6
Preprocessing
Refinery
H&Q Refinery

End-conversion
into FT-diesel

Table 2 - Operations by component and location

6

Refinery

Not modeled in this thesis
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2.2

Development of an integrated modeling tool (BLCM-UU)

To fulfill the analysis objective of this thesis a new integrated analysis tool was developed to
provide further insight into the cost, energy consumption and GHG emissions of the FT-diesel
supply chain from field- to refinery-gate. Integrated, because three distinct models have been
unified into a single model called the Biomass Logistics and Conversion Model (BLCM-UU)
such that they behave like a unit to external stimuli.
The three models that are included in the BLCM-UU are:
•

The Biomass Logistic Model (BLM) developed by INL,

•

The Intermodal Transport Network Model (BIT-UU) model developed by the UU7,

•

The Fischer-Tropsch Conversion Model developed by van Vliet et al. (2009).

The BLM INL Model and BIT-UU Model are used to model the biomass logistics in the BLCMUU (paragraph 2.3); the van Vliet Fischer-Tropsch Conversion Model is used to model the
conversion operations (paragraph 2.4) in the BLCM-UU as is depicted in Figure 1.

Field side operations

Depot operations

Terminal
operations

BLCM‐UU: Biomass Logistics

Transportation
from Terminal to
Refinery

Refinery/conversio
n plant operations

BLCM‐UU:
Conversion

INL BLM - Biomass Logistic Model
BIT-UU – Intermodal Transport Network Model
Van Vliet – Fischer-Tropsch Conversion Model
Figure 1 – Location/phase of the FT-diesel supply chain where the three included models have their main
application

7

"Development of a tool to model European biomass trade; Report for IEA Bioenergy Task 40" by Hoefnagels et al.
(2011).
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Central in the development of the integrated supply chain analysis tool was the Biomass Logistic
Model (BLM) from the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) (paragraph 2.3.1). A flexible tool with
the ability to model multiple types of feedstock and conversion processes and has attention for
discrete logistic process details. Subsequently the BIT-UU Model was integrated in the BLCMUU (paragraph 2.3.3) to address geographic explicit details of inter-continental intermodal
transportation of biomass between the terminal and the refinery. To analyze the feedstock supply
chain in context of a complete biofuel production system, the FT Conversion Model, developed
by van Vliet et al. (paragraph 2.4.1) was included in the developed modeling tool. Figure 1
depicts in which location/phase of the FT-diesel supply chain the three included models have
their main application.
The integration of the three individual models has been established by the development of
intelligent interfaces between the INL BLM and BIT-UU and between the INL BLM and van
Vliet FT Conversion Model. This has been implemented by the addition of two new submodels
to the INL BLM Model as is depicted in Figure 2. The included models and their integration in
the UU-BLCM are discussed in detail in the next chapters.

17

Figure 2 - The Biomass Logistics and Conversion Model (BLCM-UU) integrated model
(The data flows between the included models are discussed in detail in the next chapters)
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Field siide operations

Depot operations
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operations

Transpo
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ngle concurrrent feedstocck type for uuse at a bio rrefinery. Thee BLM Modeel
however does not incclude the end
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mass into finaal energy caarriers such aas
Fischer-T
Tropsch diessel or electriccity; it only includes thee logistics forr getting thee biomass to the
refinery (Searcy
(
et all., 2010).
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applicablle). Table 3 provides
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B
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The mod
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t
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p
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uch as the mooisture conteent and densities of the
biomass.
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For this the INL BLM structure is comprised of several location sub-models: fieldside, depot,
terminal, and refinery. Within the location sub-models, sub-models for the components of the
supply chain (Harvesting & Collection, Storage, Transportation, Preprocessing, and Handling
and Queuing) build the biomass supply chain. All operations involved in the physical flow and
evolution of biomass to bioenergy (field to the throat of the refinery or power plant) are
accounted for.

Components of Supply
chain

Fieldside
Harvesting &
Collection
Storage
Transportation
Preprocessing
Handling &
Queuing
End-conversion

Harvesting
Baling / Bundling
Collection
Storage Fieldside
Transportation
from Field
Preprocessing
Fieldside

Depot

Locations
Terminal

Storage Depot
Transportation
from Depot
Preprocessing
Depot
H&Q Depot

Storage Terminal
Transportation
from Terminal8
Preprocessing
Terminal
H&Q Terminal

Refinery

Storage Refinery8
Transportation
from Refinery9
Preprocessing
Refinery8
H&Q Refinery8

End-conversion
into FT-diesel
Table 3 – Operations of supply chain included in the original INL BLM Model (indicated in blue)

Details about equipment costs and operation efficiencies for a variety of biomass feedstock types
and formats have been included in the model by a provided database. The INL BLM Model
allows users to identify equipment, material characteristics, and order of operations in the supply
chain, along with model inputs through an extensive input controls spreadsheet. In addition
several predefined scenarios are provided to the user in this spreadsheet.

The results of the model consists of a table that provides details about the costs involved ($ / dry
matter (DM) ton) and the energy used (MBtu / DM ton) by the supply chain (Figure 4). The
results are also exported to an output spreadsheet for further analysis.

8
9

This operation of the supply-chain will not be modeled by the INL BLM Model in the developed BLCM-UU.
Not modeled in this thesis
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Figure 4 – Example of INL BLM output table10

The strength of BLM Model is its flexibility and ability to model multiple types of feedstock and
conversion processes and its attention for discrete logistic process details. Although it uses in
depth details about the key performance parameters of the equipment used to transport the
feedstock, the calculation of the transport distances is rather simplistic. It does not include
geospatial details and only includes the modeling of a single mode of transport, or unimodal
transportation, by truck or rail. The transportation distances are mainly calculated by using the
draw/supply radius technique11 or are totally exogenous and need to be specified as an input to
the model. Especially when considering long distance inter-continental supplies chains to
10

Installed Capital is expressed in $ / short ton dry input capacity installed. Ownership, operating and total cost are
expressed in $ / short ton dry produced.
11
The draw radius technique is a method to calculate transportation distances by assuming an equal distance
distribution of acres throughout the draw radius from a central gathering point.
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transport the feedstock between a terminal and a bio refinery, the inclusion of intermodal
transportation networks to the model can significantly improve the BLM Model. A modeling tool
that covers both geospatial details and the details of logistic processes would provide more
insight in the associated costs, energy consumption and greenhouse gasses (GHG) of the biomass
supply chain. This is the reason the focus in this thesis has been on improving the modeling of
the long distance intercontinental transfer between the export terminal and the refinery.
2.3.2

Modifying the INL BLM Model for GHG emissions

In order to analyze the FT-diesel supply chain in terms of GHG emissions, using the developed
BLCM-UU tool, every operation of the supply chain has to be modeled with attention for GHG
emissions. Numerous operations in the BLCM-UU are modeled using the INL BLM Model but
this specific model does not keep track of the GHG emissions emitted; this poses a problem for
the development of the BLCM-UU tool. However since the BLM Model does keep track of the
machine properties of the supply chain including the fuel consumption per machine type; the
number of machines used and the type of fuel used, it is possible to calculate 1st and 2nd order
GHG emissions per operation related to fuel use by using fuel specific GHG emission factors.
GHG emissions per machine (ton / DM ton) =
(Diesel fuel consumption machine (Gallons) * Emissions factor diesel (ton / Gallon)
+
Electricity consumption machine (kWh) * Emission factor electricity (ton / kWh))
/
Annual demand of the bio refinery (DM ton)
The GHG emissions per operation are aggregated per component: Harvesting & Collection,
Storage, Transportation, Preprocessing and Handling & Queuing and included in the output
tables of the INL BLM Model (Figure 5).
GHG emissions per supply chain component = ∑ GHG emissions per machines of the
component
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Figure 5 – Extension to output tables of the INL
BLM Model (Figure 4) to include details about GHG
emissions (per unit of short ton dry)

2.3.3

Integration of BIT-UU Model

In this paragraph the extensions and modifications that were performed on the INL BLM Model
to include intermodal transportation in the BLCM-UU are described. For this, the existing single
transportation mode modeling steps of transport of the feedstock from terminal to refinery are
eliminated from the INL BLM Model and replaced by the multimodal BIT-UU Model (Table 4)
which is capable of calculating the most cost efficient route (while reporting costs, energy
consumption and GHG emissions) for intermodal transport of the biomass from the terminal to
the refinery.
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Components of Supply
chain

Fieldside
Harvesting &
Collection
Storage
Transportation
Preprocessing

Harvesting
Baling / Bundling
Collection
Storage Fieldside
Transportation
from Field
Preprocessing
Fieldside

Handling &
Queuing
End-conversion

Depot

Locations
Terminal

Storage Depot
Transportation
from Depot
Preprocessing
Depot
H&Q Depot

Storage Terminal
Transportation
from Terminal
Preprocessing
Terminal
H&Q Terminal

Refinery

Storage Refinery
Transportation
from Refinery12
Preprocessing
Refinery
H&Q Refinery

End-conversion
into FT-diesel
Table 4 - Operations of supply chain modeled using BIT-UU Model (indicated in orange)

The new additions to the BLCM-UU for modeling intermodal transport consist of two major
parts: 1) An Intermodal Transport Network Model (BIT-UU) developed in ESRI'S ArcGIS
Network Analyst and 2) a new submodel INL BLM – BIT-UU (INL BLM) that provides the link
between the intermodal transport network model BIT-UU and the INL BLM Model and takes
care of some preliminary calculation steps (
Figure 6). The details of this sub-model are provided in Appendix I. The BLM input controls
spreadsheet has been extended with a new worksheet (“Intermodal Transport parameters”, Figure
7) that provides the user with the opportunity to enter details about fuel costs, labor costs, source
and destination location, dollar-euro exchange rate, index year and multiple transport mode
specific key performance parameters. These parameters are used by the combination of the INL
BLM – BIT-UU submodel and BIT-UU Model to determine the most cost efficient route and to
calculate the monetary costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions of the transportation of
biomass between terminal and refinery. The worksheet has been filled with default values which
have been obtained from the article "Development of a tool to model European biomass trade;
Report for IEA Bioenergy Task 40" by Hoefnagels et al. (2011) and additional literature research
(Appendix III).

12

Not modeled in this thesis
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Figure 6 - Inputs/Outputs of submodel: INL BLM – BIT-UU
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Transportation
ArcGIS
Fuel
Dieselntx
MDO
IFO380
Labor
Labor cost (NW Europe)
Labor cost (US Average)
Labour (person/v)
Time cost
Variable cost
Fuel type (fixed)
Fuel consumption full
Fuel consumption empty
Maximum load
Maximum load
Speed (max)
Load factor (on loaded trips)
Loaded trips (of total trips)
Loading Cost
Unloading Cost
Loading Fuel
Unloading Fuel
Loading Time
Unloading Time
Loading Labor
Unloading Labor

3.50 $/gal
1078.96 $/ton
719.31 $/ton

3.50 $/gal
1078.96 $/ton
719.31 $/ton

3.50 $/gal
1078.96 $/ton
719.31 $/ton

3.50 $/gal
1078.96 $/ton
719.31 $/ton

3.50 $/gal
1078.96 $/ton
719.31 $/ton

37.00 $/hr
19.30 $/hr

37.00 $/hr
19.30 $/hr

37.00 $/hr
19.30 $/hr

37.00 $/hr
19.30 $/hr

37.00 $/hr
19.30 $/hr

1.00 person/v
24.33 $/hr
0.64 $/mi
Dieselntx
21.58 MJ/mi
13.50 MJ/mi
29.76 tons
4237.76 ft3
49.71l mi/h
100%
56%
1.19 $/ton
1.19 $/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.05 h/ton
0.05 h/ton

1.00 person/v
24.33 $/hr
0.64 $/mi
Dieselntx
21.58 MJ/mi
13.50 MJ/mi
29.76 tons
4237.76 ft3
49.71l mi/h
100%
56%
1.19 $/ton
1.19 $/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.05 h/ton
0.05 h/ton

1.00 person/v
24.33 $/hr
0.64 $/mi
Dieselntx
21.58 MJ/mi
13.50 MJ/mi
29.76 tons
4237.76 ft3
49.71l mi/h
100%
56%
1.19 $/ton
1.19 $/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.05 h/ton
0.05 h/ton

1.00 person/v
24.33 $/hr
0.64 $/mi
Dieselntx
21.58 MJ/mi
13.50 MJ/mi
29.76 tons
4237.76 ft3
49.71l mi/h
100%
56%
1.19 $/ton
1.19 $/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.05 h/ton
0.05 h/ton

1.00 person/v
24.33 $/hr
0.64 $/mi
Dieselntx
21.58 MJ/mi
13.50 MJ/mi
29.76 tons
4237.76 ft3
49.71l mi/h
100%
56%
1.19 $/ton
1.19 $/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
11.79 MJ/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.00 h/ton
0.05 h/ton
0.05 h/ton

Figure 7 – A fragment of the input worksheet for intermodal transport
(new addition to the BLM input controls spreadsheet)
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The new INL BLM – BIT-UU submodel takes cares of all calculations and unit conversions that
are related to the transportation of the feedstock from the (export) terminal to the refinery that are
not dependent on geospatial details of the transportation network.

The INL BLM – BIT-UU submodel in turn contains nine submodels that each holds the
calculations that are related to a certain mode of transport such as Road, Rail and Ocean. These
submodels are referred to as ‘transport mode specific submodels’.
Although the nine transport mode specific submodels are, at the time of writing, identical and
therefore might be considered redundant, the explicit design choice was made not to aggregate or
generalize the transport mode specific submodels into one generalized submodel. The reason for
this is that the current design enables future modification and diversification of the submodels for
the different modes of transport and thereby opening up the opportunity to model mode specific
details.
2.3.3.1 Transport mode specific submodel design
The input parameters necessary for the calculations in the transport mode specific submodels are
a subset of the earlier described input parameters (worksheet: Intermodal Transportation
parameters) specific for the mode of transport, the general fuel costs, the labor costs and the
density of the feedstock when exiting the terminal. The output of the transport mode specific
submodel is a list of ArcGIS Network Analyst parameters which are suitable to be used as an
input for the BIT-UU Model.
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2.3.3.2 Formulas and calculations
This paragraph covers the calculations that are included in each of the nine transport mode
specific submodels. The purpose of these calculations is to transform the parameters from the
INL BLM Model (derived from the new worksheet for Intermodal Transportation parameters)
into suitable parameters for the BIT-UU Model.

Net payload trip:
The net payload of a trip is defined as the maximum weight that can/will be transported during a
single one-way trip. The maximum weight is determined by either the bulk density of the
feedstock that may not surpass the maximum weight load capacity of the mode of transport or
the maximum bulk volume that the mode of transport can carry.
If (Density feedstock (t / m3) < Maximum load weight (t) / Maximum load volume (m3):
Net payload trip (t) = Maximum load volume (m3) * Density feedstock (t / m3)
Else:
Net payload trip (t) = Maximum load weight (t)

Net payload roundtrip:
The net payload of a roundtrip is defined as the weight ratio between the amount of transported
feedstock (by weight) and the maximum mass that could be transported by the specific mode of
transport. It is not only determined by the net payload of a single one-way trip, but also by the
load factor13 of loaded trips and the number of loaded trips of total trips14.
Net payload roundtrip = (Net payload trip (t) / Maximum load weight (t)) *
Load factor of loaded trips * Ratio loaded trips of total trips

13
14

Capacity used during loaded trips.
Based on historical data (NEA, 2004).
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Fuel consumption roundtrip:
The fuel consumption of a roundtrip is defined as the fuel consumption for a return trip that does
consider the load factor during the entire trip. It is determined by the net payload of the roundtrip
and by both the fuel consumption of the mode of transport when it is fully loaded and when it is
empty.
Fuel consumption roundtrip (MJ / km) = Net payload roundtrip * Fuel consumption when full
(MJ / km) +
(1 - Net payload roundtrip) * Fuel consumption when empty (MJ / km)
Labor requirement roundtrip:
The labor requirement of a roundtrip is defined as the ratio of labor that is required for the
specific roundtrip (considering the net payload) in relation to the ideal situation which is with
fully loaded roundtrips where both trips (back and forth) are always fully loaded. It is determined
by the net payload of a trip, the maximum mass that can be transported by the mode of transport,
the load factor of the loaded trips and the ratio loaded trips of total number trips.
Labor requirement roundtrip (person / v) = Labor requirement always fully loaded (person / v) *
Net payload roundtrip
Labor cost:
The labor costs are defined as the labor costs of a roundtrip considering the ratio of labor
requirement. It is determined by both the labor requirement of a roundtrip and the labor price
(wages).
Labor cost (€ / h) = Labor requirement roundtrip (person / v) * Labor price (€ / h)
Variable cost roundtrip:
The variable costs of a roundtrip are defined as the general costs (not including costs for labor or
fuel) per unit of distance for a roundtrip considering the net payload to transport the feedstock.
It is determined by the variable costs per unit of distance when fully loaded and the net payload
of a roundtrip.
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Variable cost roundtrip (€ / km) = Variable cost per unit of distance (€ / km) / Net payload of a
roundtrip
Time cost roundtrip:
The time costs of a roundtrip are defined as the general costs (not including costs for labor or
fuel) per unit of time for a roundtrip considering the net payload to transport the feedstock.
It is determined by the variable costs per unit of time when fully loaded and the net payload of a
roundtrip.
Time cost roundtrip (€ / h) = Variable cost per unit of time (€ / h) / Net payload of a roundtrip
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The multtimodal BIT-UU Model is capable of
o calculatingg the most coost efficient route (whilee
reporting
g costs, energ
gy consumpttion and GH
HG emissionss) for interm
modal transpoort of the
biomass from termin
nal to refinery
y. Although the conceptt of using thee ESRI ArcG
GIS Networkk
Analyst for
f modeling
g the long distance transp
port componnent of the chhain originaates from thee
BIT-UU Model, the model
m
itself has been en
ntirely redesiigned. The reedesign of thhe model waas
y to provide better comp
patibility witth the INL B
BLM Model, to extend thhe model forr
necessary
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utside Europe and to imp
prove the mo
odeling of inntermodal traansfers. The modes of
transportt included in the develop
ped model arre:
- Road [E
Europe & U..S]15
- Rail [Eu
urope & U.S
S.]15
- Six classses of Inlan
nd Waterway
ys [Europe]
15
- One claass of Inland
d Waterway [U.S.]
[

15

The prop
perties of the IW
WW Class 6 vessels, truck an
nd trains in thee United States are assumed to be equal to thhe
properties of these modess of transport in
n Europe due to
t the lack of ddata about the U
United States.
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- Short Sea Shipping [Europe]
- Ocean [Global]16

The input required for the Network Analyst is a network dataset consisting of several network
layers which form the transportation network and the definition of network attributes which keep
track of the associated costs in terms of costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions for
traveling over the network. In addition, parameters have to be provided for the calculation of the
network attributes. These parameters have been calculated in the designed INL BLM – BIT-UU
submodel described in Section 2.3.3. In the following paragraphs the remaining parts of the
dataset, the network layers and the network attributes and their associated evaluators, will be
discussed. Box 1 provides a brief explanation of the solving technique used by the ArcGIS
Network Analyst.

16

One concurrent type of ocean mode: Handysize, Supramax or Panamax size vessel.
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Dijkstra algorithm
The ESRI ArcGIS Network Analyst that is used to solve for the route that minimizes the total cost of
transporting one tonne of biomass from a terminal to a FT plant uses an algorithm that is based on the
Dijkstra algorithm for finding shortest paths.

The Dijkstra algorithm is an algorithm that solves a single-source shortest path problem with
nonnegative edge path costs by producing a shortest path tree. The algorithm works by finding most
optimal path between two specified vertices in a graph. The steps taken by the algorithm can be
described as:
1. Choose the source vertex.
2. Define a set S of vertices, and initialize it to empty set. As the algorithm progresses, the set S
will store those vertices to which a shortest path has been found.
3. Label the source vertex with 0, and insert it into S.
4. Consider each vertex not in S connected by an edge from the newly inserted vertex. Label the
vertex not in S with the label of the newly inserted vertex + the length of the edge. But if the
vertex not in S was already labeled, its new label will be min(label of newly inserted vertex +
length of edge, old label).
5. Pick a vertex not in S with the smallest label, and add it to S.
6. Repeat from step 4, until the destination vertex is in S or there are no labeled vertices not in
S.

Box 1 - Dijkstra algorithm (Cited from: University of Birmingham, 2004)
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2.3.4.1 Network la
ayers
In the casse of modeliing for interm
modal transp
port, the netw
work layers consist of thhree types off
layers: ph
hysical netw
work links, neetwork nodees and fictionnal intermoddal transfer liinks. The
physical network link
ks and netwo
ork nodes will be discus sed first.
l
and no
odes
2.3.4.1.1 Network links
The netw
work links arre the physical links overr which a moode of transpport can travvel, in the case of
water bassed modes of
o transport th
hese are the shipment rooutes. Data ffor the netwoork links wass
extracted
d from severaal sources, primarily:
p
TR
RANS-TOOL V2 Modell, EC GISCO
O database, W
WN
Network database, NTAD.
N
The data
d was con
nverted to maatch the geographic coorrdinate systeem of
the netwo
ork dataset, GCS_WGS_
_1984. The nodes
n
repressent geograpphical locatioons at whichh a
mode of transport can
n exit the neetwork, whicch can be eithher an endpooint of the rooute or a location
at which transloading
g between transport mod
des can take place. An exxample for a node for a
water bassed mode off transport is a port. The nodes have bbeen extractted from the same data
sources as
a the networrk links. An overview off the includeed network liinks and noddes and the
source th
hey were extrracted from can be found
d in Figure 99.

Figure 9 - Network lay
yers included in
i BIT-UU (H
Hoefnagels et aal., 2011) (updated)
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Network links and nodes both have feature attributes assigned, which specify the properties of
the node or segment of a network link. These feature attributes are used to calculate the network
attributes using the later on described evaluators. An example of a layer attribute for a network
segment is the speed at which a mode of transport can travel over a certain link. Other examples
of feature attributes that are assigned in this specific network are: diesel excise duty, diesel VAT,
labor factor, location in or outside study area, one-way restrictions and toll. The attribute data
values were assigned to the network segments by either matching against already assigned
attributes or by using the spatial analysis tools provided by ArcGIS.

2.3.4.1.2 Modeling intermodal transfers
To model intermodal transfers, the hub-and-spoke approach was used to link different
transportation layers (e.g. road, rail) via intermodal terminals (hubs) using terminal
connectors/links (spokes) (the theoretical concepts are explained in Box 2). This approach has
been applied to model the intermodal transfers using two different methods for the transfers in
Europe and the transfers in the U.S.
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Hub-and
d-spoke app
proach
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a
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modal transfe
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w
are th
he hubs of thee hub-and-sppoke connecction model. It is
im
mportant to note
n that the spokes don'tt necessarily
y follow phy sical connecctions such aas roads. Usiing the
huub-and-spoke approach model,
m
it is possible
p
to connect diffeerent modes oof transport through inteermodal
traansfer utilitiees and in add
dition transffer penalties can be appliied which caan representss cost, energgy and
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HG emission
ns associated
d with interm
modal transffers.

Box 2 – Hub
b-and-Spoke approach
a
E.U.. (Winebrake eet al., 2008)

ope, no data was
w availablle for the acttual geographical locatioons of the traansfer facilitties.
For Euro
Therefore, the locatio
ons of transffer facilities were assumeed to be reprresented by tthe geographhical
centers of
o NUTS-3 reegions. In ad
ddition, it waas assumed tthat when a nnode of a traansport modde
was preseent in a certaain NUTS-3 region interrmodal transsfers from annd to the trannsport mode can
occur.

For the U.S.
U the geog
graphical loccations of inttermodal traansfer facilitiies are know
wn and a morre
accurate modeling off the intermo
odal transfers was possibble. For the U
U.S. the sepaarate networrk
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nodes on the links are not connected to a single node representing a transfer facility. Instead they
are connected to separate ‘sub-terminal nodes’ (one per mode of transport per terminal) and
when transloading between modes is possible, two sub-terminal nodes are connected. This
method is schematically depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10 - Hub-and-Spoke approach U.S. (Southworth et al., 2000)

2.3.4.2 Network attributes

2.3.4.2.1 Overview of network attributes
The network attributes in the Network Analyst are the properties of the network that control
navigation. Most attributes in the designed network dataset are intermediate attributes and are not
directly being optimized for or are being restrictive. These attributes are added for three reasons.
The first reason is to overcome the limitation of ESRI’s Network Analyst to use attribute fields
of a feature class directly in a script evaluator. The second reason is to make sure that certain
calculations which are necessary for multiple evaluators happen only once. Calculations in the
network analyst are time consuming, especially the script evaluators. The third and final reason
is the improved readability of the model. The only two attributes that directly control navigation
(influence the outcome of the optimal route) are the TotalCost and OneWay attributes. Table 5
provides an overview of all network attributes in the dataset and their unit of measurement. The
next paragraphs will discuss the evaluators associated with each of these attributes.
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Name
DieselExciseDuty
DieselTx
Distance
FuelConsumption
FuelCost
GHG_emissions
kmCost
LaborCost
LaborFactor
LoadCapacity
OneWay
Speed
TimeCost
TotalCost
TransloadingCost

Units
€ / MJ
%
km
MJ / t
€/t
g/t
€/t
€/h
%
t
Yes / No
km / h
€/t
€/t
€/t

Table 5 – Network attributes and their unit of measurement

2.3.4.2.2 Network attribute evaluators

Evaluators related to distance costs

Distance
The evaluators that are assigned to the attribute Distance are directly related to the distance
traveled over a specific network segment expressed in kilometers and therefore the length of a
network segment. The length of the links was most often already available as a feature attribute
in the feature class; otherwise the length was calculated using the field calculator. However not
all lengths were specified in the same unit of measurement. For example the unit of measurement
for the length of the links in the United States is specified in miles, where the unit of
measurement for Europe is in kilometers or meters. The following formulas were used to
calculate the attribute Distance.
U.S. Links:
Distance (km) = Distance (mi) [Feature attribute] / 1.609344
E.U. Links:
Distance (km) = Distance (km) [Feature attribute]
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or
Distance (km) = Distance (m) [Feature attribute] / 1000
The connectors and terminal connectors are artificial links, their length (or the distance traveled
over these links) has no meaning and therefore the value for distance for these types of links has
been set to zero.
Evaluators related to fuel consumption costs

There are four attributes related to the calculation of fuel consumption costs: FuelConsumption,
DieselExciseDuty, DieselTx and FuelCost.
FuelConsumption
FuelConsumption is an intermittent supporting attribute for the calculation of the FuelCost. It is
added as an attribute to the network dataset to make the calculation of the FuelCost easier to
understand. Its value is calculated per unit of feedstock (in this case one metric tonne) by
multiplying the distance traveled over the link with the fuel consumption in MJ per kilometer of
the mode of transport and dividing the product by the load capacity. The parameter value for the
fuel consumption per kilometer has been calculated in the transport mode specific submodels
part of the INL BLM – BIT-UU submodel (paragraph 2.3.1). The connectors, which represent
intermodal transfers, have fixed but separate fuel consumptions for loading and unloading, which
is unique per mode of transport. When feedstock travels over a connector in the from-to direction
(terminal node to link node) it is loaded and therefore loading fuel consumption is assigned in
this direction, in the to-from direction unloading fuel consumption is assigned to this attribute.
Links:
FuelConsumption (MJ / t) = (Distance (km) [Network attribute] * Fuel consumption mode of
transport per km (MJ / km) [Parameter]) / Load capacity (t) [Network attribute]
Connectors:
FuelConsumption F-T (MJ / t) = Mode of transport specific loading fuel consumption
FuelConsumption T-F (MJ / t) = Mode of transport specific unloading fuel consumption
DieselExciseDuty and DieselTx
In addition to the bare price of diesel, the fuel costs per MJ for a mode of transport, using diesel
as a fuel, also consist of a value added tax (VAT) and excise duty component. Both the tax as the
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excise duty are country, or in case of the US, state specific. As described during the design of the
network layers, additional feature attributes were added to the feature classes that represent links
and connectors that hold the value for the diesel tax and excise duty. This does imply that all fuel
is bought in the country or state that the fuel is consumed; this might not always be the case. For
example, a truck might refuel in the country where it is most economic. Separate network
attributes for the diesel excise duty and tax are created to overcome the limitation of the network
analyst to use feature attributes directly in a script evaluator. This way the value of feature
attributes for tax and excise can indirectly be accessed in the script evaluator for FuelCost using
the accessible network attributes.
E.U. Links, Connectors for fuel type Dieselntx:
DieselExciseDuty (€ / MJ) = Diesel excise duty (€ / MJ) [Feature attribute]
DieselTx (%) = Diesel tax in percent of Dieselntx price [Feature attribute]
U.S. Links, Connectors for fuel type Dieselntx:
DieselExciseDuty ($ / MJ) = Diesel excise duty ($ / MJ) [Feature attribute]
DieselTx (%) = Diesel tax in percent of Dieselntx price [Feature attribute]
FuelCost
The fuel cost is an important network attribute in the calculation of the total costs of transporting
the feedstock from a terminal to a refinery and thereby highly influences the outcome of the most
cost efficient route. It is calculated by multiplying the assigned network attribute
FuelConsumption (in MJ) with the cost of the specific fuel for the mode of transport in Euro or
Dollar per MJ fuel. The calculation is the same for both the links as the connectors of the
network dataset. In case the fuel consumption for the mode of transport is Dieselntx (diesel
excluding VAT and excise duty), country specific tax and excise duty are added to the fuel cost.
Links, Connectors for fuel type MDO or IFO380:
FuelCost (€ / t) = Fuel consumption (MJ / t) [Network attribute] * Fuel cost (€ / MJ)
[Parameter]
E.U. Links, Connectors for fuel type Dieselntx:
FuelCost (€ / t) = Fuel consumption (MJ / t) [Network attribute] * ((Fuel cost (€ / MJ)
[Parameter] + Diesel excise duty (€ / MJ) [Network attribute]) * Diesel tax (%) [Network
attribute])
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U.S. Links, Connectors for fuel type Dieselntx:
FuelCost (€ / t) = Fuel consumption (MJ / t) [Network attribute] * ((Fuel cost (€ / MJ)
[Parameter] + (Diesel excise duty ($ / MJ) [Network attribute] / Exchange rate Dollar-Euro
[Parameter])) * Diesel tax [Network attribute])
Evaluators related to GHG Emissions

GHG_emissions
The network attribute GHG_emissions is used to keep track of the GHG emissions from
transporting one tonne feedstock from terminal to refinery while optimizing for total
transportation costs. By explicitly setting this network attribute as the target attribute for the
route solving problem, it would be possible to optimize the route for GHG emissions instead of
costs. Optimizing for other than total costs is outside the scope of this thesis and could result in
unrealistic routes with very high cost because the model is designed to optimize for economic
variables. If required, such a scenario could be better assessed with the BLCM-UU model
assuming a carbon tax on fossil fuel consumption. The GHG emissions are calculated by
multiplying the previous calculated network attribute for fuel consumption by the emission factor
of the mode specific fuel type.
Links, Connectors:
GHG_emissions (g) = Fuel consumption (MJ) [Network attribute] * Emission factor fuel for
Dieselntx, IFO380, MDO (g / MJ) [Parameter]
Evaluators related to Labor Costs

The calculation of the labor costs is dependent on multiple parameters, network attributes and
feature attributes. The first two network attributes that are related to the calculation of Labor
Costs that will be discussed in this section are the LaborFactor and LaborCost. This will result
in a labor cost factor expressed in Euro per hour. The final calculation of the total labor costs will
be performed as part of the TimeCost attribute because of its dependence on time.
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LaborFactor
Hourly wages are not the same in every country or state. This is this reason a labor factor was
introduced into the model, to adjust the labor costs based on the geographical location where the
labor is required. This does however assume that the person who delivers the labor is originating
from the state or country where the labor is performed, this might not always be the case.
However, with the supply chains assessed in this thesis this is not relevant as no mode of
transportation crosses international borders apart from bulk ocean shipping. For international
ocean shipping, labor cost are implicitly addressed in international time charter rates and do not
change per country. The labor factors have been assigned to the link and connector layers as
feature attributes during the construction of the geodatabase by performing a spatial analysis.
The values for the labor factors were calculated by dividing the local wages by the labor wages
in North-West Europe.
Links, Connectors:
LaborFactor = Ratio local labor costs with respect to NW Europe [Feature attribute]
LaborCost
The LaborCost network attribute represents the labor costs of a mode of transport per unit of
time expressed in Euro per hour. It depends on both the mode specific full time equivalent labor
requirement per hour, labor costs and the previously calculated location specific labor factor to
correct for country specific labor cost. The LaborCost will subsequently be used in the
calculation of the time costs.
Links, Connectors:
LaborCost (€ / h) = Labor factor [Network attribute] * Mode specific labor costs NW Europe
[Parameter]
Evaluators related to Transloading Costs

TransloadingCost
Strictly speaking, transloading costs are the costs associated with both unloading the feedstock
from one mode of transport and loading the feedstock into another of the same or different type.
However the transloading costs as specified in this network attribute do also include the loading
from the terminal into the first mode of transport and the unloading of the feedstock at the end of
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the transport chain. Since loading and unloading is represented by the connectors in de network
dataset, these are the only feature classes that get an evaluator assigned for this network attribute.
The transloading costs are calculated by multiplying the previous calculated LaborCost network
attribute by the loading or unloading labor for a specific mode of transport. In addition, a fixed
cost for loading or unloading a tonne of feedstock, which includes all other cost than labor, is
added to the costs. Note: Just like the FuelConsumption network attribute, loading costs are
assigned in the from-to direction and unloading costs in the to-from direction.
Connectors:
TransloadingCost F-T (€ / t) = Labor costs (€ / h) [Network attribute] * Mode specific loading
labor (h / t) [Parameter] + Mode specific additional loading costs (€ / t) [Parameter]
TransloadingCost T-F (€ / t) = Labor costs (€ / h) [Network attribute]) * Mode specific
unloading labor (h / t) [Parameter] + Mode specific additional unloading costs (€ / t)
[Parameter]
Evaluators related to TimeCost

The TimeCost attribute is the sum of multiple time related costs which are calculated in its
evaluators. The attribute itself is again part of the TotalCost network attribute for which the
optimum routing problem is solved. The evaluators for TimeCost depend on several parameters
and a number of network attributes namely: LaborCost, TravelTime, LoadCapacity. The first of
these network attributes has already been discussed; the latter two will be discussed in this
paragraph before discussion the TotalCost attribute itself. The TravelTime in turn is dependent
on the Speed attribute, which will be discussed first.
Speed
The Speed attribute specifies the maximum speed that is allowed by authorities to travel by over
a network segment. This speed has been assigned as a feature attribute of the network segment
when designing the network link layers by joining available data based on either their link ID or
by link type (for example type Highway). When data about maximum speeds was unavailable,
the segment is assumed to have no speed restriction and was assigned an artificially maximum
speed of 999 km/h that is beyond the maximum speed of the transport modes used. The
maximum speeds for network segments in the U.S. are specified in Mile/Hour and had to be
converted to Kilometer/Hour.
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E.U. Links:
Speed (km / h) = Speed (km / h) [Feature attribute]
U.S. Links:
Speed (km / h) = Speed (mi / h) [Feature attribute] * 1.609344
TraveTime
The TravelTime attribute specifies the time in hours needed to travel over a network segment
(link) or to load/unload feedstock. The travel time for the links is calculated by dividing the
network attribute Distance by the network attribute Speed. In addition, a constraint has been
specified to ensure that the speed by which is traveled cannot exceed the maximum speed of a
mode of transport. A special case exists for the E.U. road and rail links, the travel time is
increased by any ferry sailing time and ferry waiting time that may occur during travel.
Links:
If (Speed (km / h) [Network attribute] < Maximum speed of transport mode (km / h)):
TravelTime (h) = Distance (km) [Network attribute] / Speed (km /h) [Network attribute]
+ Ferry sailing time (h) [Feature attribute] + Ferry waiting time (h) [Feature attribute]
Else:
TravelTime (h) = Distance (km) [Network attribute] / Max. speed of transport mode (km
/h) [Parameter] + Ferry sailing time (h) [Feature attribute] + Ferry waiting time (h) [Feature
attribute]
Connectors:
TravelTime F-T (h) = Mode of transport specific loading time (h)
TravelTime T-F (h) = Mode of transport specific unloading time (h)
LoadCapacity
The LoadCapacity network attribute specifies the load capacity of a mode of transport in metric
tonnes; it has already been calculated in the transport mode specific BLCM-UU submodels.
Links, Connectors:
LoadCapacity (t) = Mode of transport specific load capacity (t) [Parameter]
TimeCost
The TimeCost network attribute is calculated by first taking the sum of the mode specific time
costs (that does not include labor costs) and the LaborCost attribute. The sum is multiplied by
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the TravelTime attribute and, finally, the product is divided by the LoadCapacity attribute. The
result is the time cost of transporting one metric tonne of feedstock.
Links, Connectors:
TimeCost (€ / t) = ((Mode of transport specific time costs (€ / h) [Parameter] + LaborCost (€ /
h) [Network attribute]) * TravelTime (h) [Network attribute]) / LoadCapacity (t) [Network
attribute]
Evaluators related to Kilometer Costs

kmCost
The kmCost is the sum of the two separate distance related costs namely the earlier calculated
FuelCost and the mode specific distance costs (that does not include fuel costs). The mode
specific distance cost is first calculated by multiplying the variable distance cost by the Distance
network attribute and dividing the product by the LoadCapacity attribute. Although the
connectors (the artificial intermodal links) technically speaking have no distance costs, the fuel
costs (associated with loading/unloading) are assigned as distance costs in this attribute to simply
the calculation of the TotalCost attribute.
Links:
kmCost (€ / t) = ((Distance (km) [Network attribute] * Mode of transport specific distance costs
(€ / km) [Parameter]) / LoadCapacity (t) [Network attribute] + FuelCost (€ / t) [Network
attribute]
Connectors:
kmCost (€ / t) = FuelCost (€ / t) [Network attribute]
Evaluators related to Total Costs

As mentioned earlier the TotalCost attribute is the network attribute that will be minimized in the
route solving process by the network analyst. Its evaluators consist of the sum of the three
elements that contribute to the transport costs: the distance costs (kmCost attribute), the time
costs (TimeCost attribute) and the transloading costs (TransloadingCost attribute). For the links
(network segments) the transloading costs are non-existent and therefore there costs can be
omitted in the evaluator for the TotalCost attribute.
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Links:
TotalCost (€ / t) = kmCost (€ / t) [Network attribute] + TimeCost (€ / t) [Network attribute]
Connectors:
TotalCost (€ / t) = kmCost (€ / t) [Network attribute] + TimeCost (€ / t) [Network attribute] +
TransloadingCost (€ / t) [Network attribute]
2.3.4.3 Restrictions and connectivity

2.3.4.3.1 Restrictions
The OneWay network attribute is besides the TotalCosts attribute the only attribute that directly
controls navigation when solving the routing problem using the network analyst. Unlike the
TotalCosts attribute the OneWay attribute is not minimized for but acts as a restriction.
The evaluators of the OneWay attribute are used to restrict travel over the network links or
elements meeting one of the following conditions:
- The direction of travel over a link is restricted by authorities.
- The network segment is located outside the study area.
- When the purpose of a connector is to provide a path to unload feedstock to an intermodal
transfer facility, loading should be restricted over the specific connector and vice versa.

2.3.4.3.2 Connectivity
In an ESRI ArcGIS network dataset, connectivity is a property that defines how lines (links,
connectors or terminal connectors) and point features (nodes, centroids) connect to each other. A
primary condition for connectivity is that a point feature and a line feature, two line features or
two point features spatially coincident. For the network dataset in this thesis, endpoint
connectivity is enforced, which means that switching between line features to another line
feature or to a point feature is only allowed at an endpoint. This insures that when two network
segments are crossing, switching from one mode to another is not possible (for example at a
railway crossing). In addition connectivity groups (Figure 11) have been created that specify
where and between which network segments switching is allowed to occur.
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Figure 11 - Connectivity in the ESRI ArcGIS Network Analyst interface for the BLCM-UU Network Dataset
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For the developed BLCM-UU integrated model, only the FT Conversion Model has been used
(Figure 13) from the Well-To-Wheel model module. The reason for this is that the Harvesting
and Collection, Preprocessing, Storage, Handling & Queuing and Transport components of the
FT-diesel supply chain have already been modeled in more details using the Biomass Logistic
part of the BLCM-UU.

Figure 13 - General layout of an FT plant as modeled by the van Vliet FT Conversion Model (ASU = air
separation unit, WGS = water gas shift, CC = CO2 capture, CS = CO2 storage; CS is not included in this
thesis) (van Vliet et al., 2009)
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2.4.1

Integration of the FT Conversion Model

The Fischer-Tropsch Conversion Model developed by van Vliet has been integrated into the
BLCM-UU by creating a new INL BLM – van Vliet FT Conversion submodel. Refinery
operations (handling & queuing refinery, preprocessing refinery, storage refinery) are also no
longer modeled using the INL BLM Model but by using the van Vliet FT Conversion model
(Table 6). The BLM input controls spreadsheet has been extended with a new worksheet
(“Conversion Parameters”, Figure 14) that provides the opportunity to select a specific type and
scale of FT plant and specify the cost base year for cost indexation of the FT plant costs.
Additional details, such as the moisture content of the biomass entering the FT plant, are derived
from other parts of the INL BLM Model (such as the INL BLM Terminal submodel). An
overview of the newly developed submodel for the integration of the FT Conversion Model is
depicted in Figure 14, the calculation steps are provided in Appendix II.

Components of Supply
chain

Fieldside
Harvesting &
Collection
Storage
Transportation
Preprocessing
Handling &
Queuing
End-conversion

Harvesting
Baling / Bundling
Collection
Storage Fieldside
Transportation
from Field
Preprocessing
Fieldside

Depot

Locations
Terminal

Storage Depot
Transportation
from Depot
Preprocessing
Depot
H&Q Depot

Storage Terminal
Transportation
from Terminal
Preprocessing
Terminal
H&Q Terminal

Refinery

Storage Refinery
Transportation
from Refinery17
Preprocessing
Refinery
H&Q Refinery

End-conversion
into FT-diesel
Table 6 - Operations of supply chain modeled using van Vliet’s FT Conversion Model (indicated in green)

17

Not modeled in this thesis
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New
Worksheet: Conversion
Parameters

Worksheet: Original INL
BLM Model parameters

Selected plant type
Cost base year

Inflation rate

Selected plant type
New
Submodel: INL BLM –
van Vliet FT Conversion
(INL BLM)

Selected year
Selected case

Refinery:
Costs
Energy consumption
GHG emissions

INL BLM output tables

Required feed volume
Plant costs
Electricity revenues
GHG emitted
GHG avoided
Electricity output
Diesel output
Diesel share output

Moisture content
of biomass

Submodel: Terminal
(INL BLM)

Figure 14 - Inputs/Outputs: INL BLM – van Vliet FT Conversion (New Submodel)
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van Vliet
Fischer‐Tropsch Conversion Model

Based on previous described parameters the developed INL BLM – van Vliet FT Conversion
submodel retrieves the relevant properties of the selected pre-modeled FT plant from the van
Vliet FT Conversion Model to model the FT plant in the BLCM-UU Model. The first output of
the submodel is the annual primary biomass demand of the FT-plant in DM tonne (based on the
required feed volume of the FT plant). The primary biomass demand is used by the Biomass
Logistics part of the BLCM-UU Model to calculate the annual demand of the entire chain and by
such the number of acres harvested, the amount and scale of equipment used, etc. The second
output is the plant performance data (costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions). Important
to note is that the FT- plant in the developed modeling tool can have multiple outputs: petrol,
diesel, electricity. Since electricity is not a synthetic fuel-output, the monetary benefits of
exporting excess electricity produced and exported to the grid and the related avoided GHG
emissions are credited for when calculating the total costs, energy consumption and GHG
emissions of the FT-plant using the system expansion approach. Because no fossil fuels are
being used in the conversion of biomass into synthetic fuels in the FT-plant, the net result of the
FT-plant for energy consumption and GHG emissions will be negative. The last two outputs are
the annual diesel production and diesel share of the FT product on an energy basis. These will be
used in a subsequent modeling step to allocate the costs, energy consumption and GHG
emissions of the entire field- to refinery-gate supply chain to the FT-diesel output per GJ (Box
3).
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Unit conversion and allocation
The original output tables of the INL BLM Model are used (after the inclusion of the outputs of the INL
BLM – UU BITS and the INL BLM – van Vliet FT Conversion submodels) to present the detailed outputs
(per operation of the FT supply-chain) of the BLCM-UU. In the output table of BLM Model the results are
however expressed per DM ton of feedstock. To be more specific in: $ / DM ton for costs, MBtu / DM ton
for energy consumption and ton CO2eq / DM ton for GHG emissions (Figure 15). All the results have
already been credited for the benefits of electricity co-production in the FT-diesel plant; however the
output of the supply-chain still consists of two types of synthetic fuels diesel and petrol.

Figure 15 – Modified output tables INL BLM (including outputs of new submodels)

To be able to fulfill the research objective of this thesis, the results are, in the developed BLCM-UU, first
allocated to FT-diesel and the units converted to € / GJ for costs, GJ / GJ for energy consumption and kg
CO2eq / GJ for GHG emissions. The allocation of the costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions to
diesel has been performed based on the energy share of the FT-diesel produced as part of the total energy
output of the FT-plant with respect to synthetic fuels. The results for the case studies, as will be discussed
in the next chapter, will be expressed in these units of measurement.
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3

3.1

Results

Six case studies

With the developed FT-diesel supply chain modeling tool in this study, a number of case studies
have been conducted to assess the potential cost, energy and GHG performance of FT-diesel
production and to demonstrate the model tool. The selected case studies differ on the
geographical locations of the source of the biomass in the U.S., the type of feedstock and scale of
end conversion plant. The location of the conversion plant is similar for all cases (Rotterdam, the
Netherlands). The case studies for biomass supply are based on existing cases taken from the
INL BLM Model supplemented with additional properties for long distance intermodal
transportation and end-conversion. The case details for the six performed case studies are
depicted in Table 7. The names of the cases include the source of biomass fiber (stover,
switchgrass, woody biomass), the chain (Pellets to Liquids: PTL) and the size of the FT plant
(400 or 2000 MWth input).
1
StoverPTL400
Source location
Source type
Transport to
depot
Depot
Transport to
terminal
Location
terminal
Long distance
transport
FT plant
location
FT plant type
FT energy
output

Number of
Depots
Year
Average
inflation rate

Mid-West
United States
Stover
Square bales
by truck
Pelletization
Pellets by truck

2
StoverPTL200
0
Mid-West
United States
Stover
Square bales
by truck
Pelletization
Pellets by truck

Kansas City

3
SwitchPTL400
Mid-West
United States
Switchgrass
Square bales
by truck
Pelletization
Pellets by truck

4
SwitchPTL200
0
Mid-West
United States
Switchgrass
Square bales
by truck
Pelletization
Pellets by truck

South-East
United States
Wood
Wood chips by
truck
Pelletization
Pellets by truck

6
WoodyPTL200
0
South-East
United States
Wood
Wood chips by
truck
Pelletization
Pellets by truck

Kansas City

Kansas City

Kansas City

Savannah

Savannah

Pellets,
multiple modes
of transport
Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL400, Adv.
FT, 400MW
13.4% Petrol,
75.3% Diesel,
11.3%
Electricity

Pellets,
multiple modes
of transport
Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL2000, Adv.
FT, 2000MW
13.4% Petrol,
75.3% Diesel,
11.3%
Electricity

Pellets,
multiple modes
of transport
Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL400, Adv.
FT, 400MW
13.4% Petrol,
75.3% Diesel,
11.3%
Electricity

Pellets,
multiple modes
of transport
Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL2000, Adv.
FT, 2000MW
13.4% Petrol,
75.3% Diesel,
11.3%
Electricity

Pellets,
multiple modes
of transport
Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL400, Adv.
FT, 400MW
13.4% Petrol,
75.3% Diesel,
11.3%
Electricity

Pellets,
multiple modes
of transport
Rotterdam, The
Netherlands
PTL2000, Adv.
FT, 2000MW
13.4% Petrol,
75.3% Diesel,
11.3%
Electricity

Calculated by
BLM Model
2012
2.2%

Calculated by
BLM Model
2012
2.2%

8

8

8

8

2012
2.2%

2012
2.2%

2012
2.2%

2012
2.2%

Table 7 – Supply chain details per case
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5
WoodyPTL400

Electricity-specific emission factor for grid electricity

0.56 kg CO2eq / kWh

Baseline electrical efficiency grid electricity

40 %

Electricity price grid electricity

0.044 € / kWh18

Table 8- Assumptions grid electricity (The Netherlands) (van Vliet et al., 2009)

Case 1 to 4 in this study focuses on the FT-diesel supply chain from field- to refinery gate for
herbaceous feedstock (corn stover and switchgrass). The supply region of the feedstock in these
cases is the Mid-West of the United States since it is the prime location of herbaceous feedstock
according to the Updated Billion Ton Study (US DoE 2011) (Figure 16). Case 5 to 6 assume
woody biomass, produced in the southeast of the U.S. to be the main location for woody biomass
supply for energy purposes (Cocchi et al. 2011). A large city in this region, Savannah (GA), has
been selected as the location for the terminal for long distance inter-continental transport (Figure
17). The demand location, the location of the FT-plant, is Rotterdam in the Netherlands. Endconversion takes place in a 400MWth input or 2000MWth input Advanced FT conversion plant. The
costs were indexed for inflation for the year 2012 using an average yearly inflation rate of 2.2%.
The transport modes specific parameters, as are present in the input controls worksheet, were not
modified and left at their default values (Appendix III). The assumptions used for the crediting
for electricity production in the FT-plant can be found in Table 8.

Figure 16 - Supply potential for herbaceous biomass U.S. (Hoefnagels, 2013)

18

Indexed from 0.038 €(2005) / kWh using an inflation rate of 2.2% (van Vliet et al., 2009)
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Figu
ure 17 - Supply
y potential forr woody biom
mass U.S. (Hoeffnagels, 2013))

3.2

Ca
ase results

The BLC
CM-UU resu
ults comprisee of three disstinct outputss. The first ooutput coverrs the long
distance transport of pelletized biomass from
m the export tterminal, near the cultivvation site to the
refinery plant,
p
to the end user (FT
T-plant), inccluding the aactual cost opptimized rouute taken by the
included modes of traansport. Thee second outp
put is the tabble found in Appendix IV
V this table
communicates the results of mod
del run in terrms of costs, energy conssumption annd GHG
emission
ns per dry maatter ton of feedstock.
f
Th
he table origginates from the INL BLM Model annd is
supplemeented in the developed modeling
m
too
ol with the daata resultingg from the GIIS transportaation
and refin
nery analysis. Due to the fact that theese results arre expressedd per DM tonn, the results are
not allocaated based on
o the energy
y content of the outputs oof the chain (Diesel, Pettrol, Electriccity)
yet. The third and fin
nal output off the model is the set of ttables found in Figure 200 to Figure 222.
bles summarrize the costss, energy con
nsumption aand GHG em
missions per ccomponent oof
These tab
the FT-diiesel supply chain expreessed per GJ of final outpput of FT-dieesel. The tabbles also shoow
the costs, energy and
d GHG emisssion savings from excesss electricity from cogeneeration (systtem
expansion approach). In order to compare thee performannce of the chaains in termss of costs, ennergy
consump
ption and GH
HG emissions with other studies, the chains havee been suppleemented witth
data for the
t cultivatio
on of the bio
omass feedsto
ock to coverr the compleete supply chhain of FT-diiesel
to refinerry gate. The data was derived from the JRC WEL
LL-TO-TAN
NK study (JR
RC, 2011) annd
the Updaated Billion Ton
T Study (U
US DoE 201
11).
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The resullts for the caase studies, as
a presented next, were oobtained by rrunning the modeling toool
six timess: once for eaach unique combination
c
of the three included feeedstock typees (stover,
switchgraass and woody biomass)) and the two
o types of coonversion plaants (PTL4000, PTL20000)
using thee inputs speccified in paraagraph 3.1.

The first output of th
he model, thee cost optimaal route betw
ween export terminal andd refinery, caan be
found in Figure 18 fo
or the herbacceous cases and
a in Figurre 19 for the cases for wooody biomasss.

Figure 18
8 - Solved routte:
StoverPTL40
00, StoverPTL
L2000,
SwitchPTL40
00, SwitchPTL
L2000

Figure 19 – Solved rroute:
WoodyPTL
L400, WoodyP
PTL2000

Because the export teerminal locaations, the FT
T-plant locattions, the traansport modees specific
parameteers and the bulk density of
o the pelletss leaving thee terminal arre identical bbetween the four
herbaceo
ous cases and
d are identicaal between th
he two wooddy biomass ccases the optimal routes
found by
y the Networrk Analyst arre the same. Note howevver that the loogistic proceesses before the
export terminal (from
m field to dep
pot and from
m depot to exxport terminaal, calculated using the IINL
BLM Mo
odel) are diffferent betweeen the casess for stover aand switchgrrass resultingg in different
costs, eneergy requirements and GHG
G
emissio
ons for remoote transportaation.
The distaances traveleed per mode of transport are summarrized in Tablle 9. Since thhe export
terminal for the pelleetized feedsto
ock for the stover
s
and sw
witchgrass cases is locatted inland in
Kansas City
C the pelleets first havee to be transp
ported to an ocean port. The most coost efficient rroute
found by
y the Networrk Analyst in
ntegrated in the
t developeed modeling tool is by innland waterw
way.
For Casee 1-4 the pellletized feedsstock is first loaded onto an inland w
waterway class 6 ship (puush
barges) and
a transportted by inland
d waterway over
o
2023 km
m. Then, aftter transloadding from barrges
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to an ocean bulk carrier, it is transported by ocean over another 8933 km to the port of
Rotterdam, there again after transloading onto a train it is further transported over 14 km to the
FT-plant where it is finally unloaded. For Case 5-6 the pelletized feedstock (from woody
biomass) is directly loaded onboard an ocean carrier and transported over 7255 km to the port of
Rotterdam, the logistic chain from thereon is the same as for Case 1-4.

Road

Rail

IWW Class 1‐6

Ocean Handysize

Stover, Switchgrass

0 km

14 km

2023 km

8933 km

Woody

0 km

14 km

0 km

7255 km

Table 9 - Distances traveled per mode of transport

Table 10 provides an overview of the costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions of the
entire supply chain for FT-diesel from well-, till refinery-gate. The negative values are net
benefits after crediting for the co-production of electricity in the FT-plant. Figure 20, Figure 21
and Figure 22 provide a breakdown of the results of the FT-diesel supply chain analysis per
component of the supply chain. The next paragraphs will discuss the results in more details.

Costs
(€ /GJ FT‐diesel)
Energy consumption
(GJ / GJ FT‐diesel)19
GHG Emissions
(kg CO2eq / GJ FT‐
diesel)19
GHG Reduction
(compared to fossil
diesel 20)

Stover
PTL400
30.04

Stover
PTL2000
25.60

Switch
PTL400
29.56

Switch
PTL2000
25.32

Woody
PTL400
27.27

Woody
PTL2000
23.04

‐0.13

‐0.13

‐0.10

‐0.09

‐0.16

‐0.16

3.17

3.17

12.77

13.17

‐0.15

‐0.15

96%

96%

85%

84%

100%

100%

Table 10 - Results cases

19

From fossil resources
Assuming 83.8 g CO2eq / MJ for diesel as is prescribed by the RES directive; this figure includes the emissions
from the production of the fossil diesel (Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC).

20
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3.2.1 Costs
C
The costss of the prod
duction of 1 GJ
G FT-dieseel for the six examined ccase studies aare depicted in
Figure 20
0. The costs for Cultivation were derrived from thhe Updated B
Billion Ton Study (US D
DoE,
2011) and are found to be nearly equal, the highest
h
cultivvation costs (for stover) are only 16%
%
higher th
han the cultiv
vation costs for
f the lowest cost foundd (for woodyy biomass). T
The next cosst,
the cost for
f Harvestin
ng and Colleection, consists of the coosts for harveesting, bailinng / bundlingg and
collection
n. The Harveesting and Collection
C
co
osts for switcchgrass are 223% higher tthan the costts for
stover du
ue to differen
nt equipmentt used during
g harvestingg (windrowerr versus com
mbine).

Costt of FT‐d
diesel prroductio
on
Costs (€/GJ biodiesel)

35
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5
0
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StovverPTL
4
400

StoveerPTL
20
000
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hPTL
2000
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PTL
400

WoodyP
PTL
2000

Culttivation

2.55
2

2.55

2.333

2.333

2.20

2.20

Harrvesting and Co
ollection

1.46
1

1.46

1.880

1.800

1.60

1.60

Preprocessing

1.32
1

1.32

1.889

1.877

2.38

2.60

Storage

0.48
0

0.48

0.225

0.255

0.08

0.08

Han
ndling and Que
euing

0.00
0

0.00

0.000

0.000

0.00

0.00

Rem
mote Transportt

2.35
2

2.35

1.441

1.622

2.27

2.27

Long Range Transport

7.61
7

7.61

7.661

7.611

4.44
4

4.44

FT Plant
P

15
5.85

11.41

15.885

11.441

15.85
5

11.41

FT (Credits)
(

‐1
1.57

‐1..57

‐1.557

‐1.57

‐1.57
7

‐1.57

Total

30
0.04

25.60

29.556

25.332

27.27
7

23.04

Figure 20 - Cost
C of FT-dieesel productio
on per compon
nent of the FT
T-diesel supplyy chain21

21

Remote Transport conssists of the opeerations to transport the biom
mass from Fieldd to Depot and from Depot to
Terminal. Long
L
Range Transport is the intermodal traansportation off the biomass frrom Terminal tto the FT-plantt. FT
Plant inclu
udes all the opeerations in the FT
F plant, inclu
uding: storage, ppreprocessing,, handling & quueuing and enddconversion
n. FT (Credits) are the savings from excess electricity
e
from
m cogenerationn in the FT-plannt.
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The costs for Harvesting and Collection for the chains for FT-diesel from woody biomass are in
between these values (€ 1.60 / GJ FT-diesel) and have higher costs for both harvesting and
collection but don’t require baling / bundling of the feedstock. The Preprocessing costs are the
highest for Case 5-6 (feedstock type woody biomass) and are almost twice as high as the
Preprocessing costs for stover. This is explained by the additional costs for field side shredding
and grinding of the woody biomass, which is not required for both stover and switchgrass. The
Storage costs are far lower for woody biomass (€ 0.08 / GJ FT-diesel) due to the higher density
of the feedstock during fieldside storage compared to switchgrass (€0.25 / GJ FT-diesel) and
stover (€ 0.48 / GJ FT-diesel). According to the defined supply chains by INL in the BLM
Model, no handling and queuing operations are required for the supply chain considered from
field- to terminal gate. The required handling and queuing operations at the FT-plant (such as
pellet crumbling) are included in the costs for the FT-plant in the model by van Vliet et al. There
is an apparent difference in the costs for remote transport (Field-Depot, Depot-Terminal)
between the cases for stover and switchgrass although the bulk densities are assumed to be the
same during the remote transport (192 kg/m3). The difference is explained by the number of
depots used in each supply chain. For SwitchPTL400 a fixed number of 8 depots were specified
to be used, while for StoverPTL400 the required amount of depots is internally calculated by the
INL BLM Model which results in 7 depots being used. Hence, due to the lower number of depots
being used for the stover cases the distance between field-depot and depot-terminal is larger and
accordingly the costs for remote transportation are also higher. The costs for long range
transportation for the cases for stover and switchgrass are found to be identical at €7.61 for all
four cases. This is explained by a number of factors. First of all, for both stover and switchgrass
the export terminal was assumed to be located in Kansas City and the FT-plant in Rotterdam,
hence the start and end of the long range transportation route is the same for the cases for stover
and switchgrass. Since the feedstock was densified into a uniform format (pellets) the density of
the transported biomass is identical. Lastly the same FT-plant was selected, with for all four
cases the same conversion efficiency. The costs for the long range transportation for Case1-4
consist of the costs of loading the pelletized feedstock at the terminal, transport over 2023km by
IWW Class 6 vessel, transloading form IWW Class 6 onto Ocean Handysize vessel, transport
over 8933 km by ocean vessel, transloading from ocean Handysize onto train, transport over 14
km by train and finally unloading. The costs for long range transport for the woody biomass
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cases are much lower with €4.44 although the transported commodity and the final conversion
efficiency in the chain are the same as for the stover and switchgrass cases. The difference is
explained by the assumed location of the export terminal, Savannah. Since Savannah is located
near the coast the pelletized biomass can directly be loaded onto an ocean Handysize vessel,
inland transportation by IWW Class 6 vessels, as used for the herbaceous biomass cases, is not
necessary. In addition the distance between Savannah and Rotterdam is considerably smaller
than the distance between Kansas City and Rotterdam. The costs for final conversion of the
pelletized biomass into Fischer-Tropsch diesel in the FT-plant are identical between all three
cases with the same type and size conversion plant (Advanced FT 400MWth input) at €15.85 per
GJ FT-diesel produced, which was expected since the format of the delivered feedstock (pellets,
610 kg/ m3, 10% moisture content) is the same. When a larger, but otherwise identical,
conversion plant is selected (Case 2, 4, 6) with a capacity of 2000MWth input instead of 400MWth
input the

costs per GJ FT-diesel produced drop by 28% to €11.41 due to economies of scale. The

revenue of excess electricity exported to the grid are however the same for all six cases per GJ of
FT-diesel produced (€1.57) and are unaffected by the scale of the conversion plant as assumed
by van Vliet et al. (2009). This suggests that there is no apparent effect of the scale of the plant
on the conversion efficiency, the energy consumption (and savings) will be discussed in the next
paragraph.
For all six demonstrated cases, there are two distinct contributors to the total costs of the FTdiesel supply chain: first of all the costs for conversion (Stover: 38-48%, Switchgrass: 39-48%,
Woody: 43-52%) and second the costs for long range transportation (Stover: 25-30%,
Switchgrass: 26-30%, Woody: 16-19%). The most economic supply chain (considering the same
scale of the FT-plant) is the supply chain for the production of FT-diesel from woody biomass (€
27.27 / 23.04 per GJ). The costs for supply from switchgrass are 8-10% higher (€ 29.56 / 25.32
per GJ) and the most expensive is the supply from stover (€ 30.04 / 25.60 per GJ).

To put the costs of the supply chain into perspective, the results can be compared with the
current price of the supply of 1GJ diesel from fossil resources. The current price of crude oil is
$108.48 per barrel. Considering an energy density of 37MJ per liter, a barrel contents of 119.24
liter per barrel, an exchange rate of 1.30 EU/USD and an assumed refinery costs of 10% this
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amounts to 21 € /GJ diesel. To recall, the found ranges for the cases were 23.04-30.04 € / GJ FTdiesel. The supply of FT-diesel from woody biomass (WoodyPTL2000) can therefore be
considered as nearly cost effective and would become cost effective at a crude oil price of
121$/bbl.

The study by van Vliet et al. (2009) also considers a chain for the production of synthetic diesel
from woody biomass using pellets as an intermediate. In order to be able to compare the cost of
the supply chain for Case 6 (WoodyPTL400) from this study with the results found by van Vliet
the costs from the study by van Vliet have been converted and expressed in €(2012) / GJ of FTdiesel22. According to the study van Vliet et al. the total costs for the supply of one liter FTdiesel from Latin America Eucalyptus are €(2005) 0.64 as is depicted in Appendix VI: Figure 27
or €(2012) 22.07 / GJ. The costs found in this study for the supply from woody biomass are
found to be considerably higher with 27.27 € / GJ. The difference in total costs found is mainly
explained by the costs found for long range transportation of the pelletized feedstock.
According to the study by van Vliet these costs amount to 0.70 € / GJ23, while according to this
study the costs are 4.44 € / GJ.

The distances per mode of traveled assumed by van Vliet et al. are 12000 km by ocean bulk
carrier and 300 km by IWW. For WoodyPTL400 the distances per mode in this study, when
optimizing for cost, are found to be 7255 km by ocean bulk carrier and 14 km by train. The
differences in transportation distances are explained by the location of the source of the biomass,
Latin America for the study by van Vliet and South-East U.S. in this study. So even though the
assumed transportation distance is nearly twice as high in the study by van Vliet, the long range
transportation costs are 86% lower. This is mainly explained by the found low costs for
transportation by ocean bulk carrier, the model by van Vliet determines the costs of the
transportation of pellets by ocean bulk carrier to be € 3.43 / tonne 24which is quite low. To put
this cost into perspective, the freight rates published in Argus Media (Figure 28) for
transportation of pellets on the route Mobile-ARA over a distance of 8900 km are € 18.50 / tonne
(Argus Media, 2012). Based on the low transportation costs van Vliet et al. conclude that long
22

Assumptions: LHV FT-diesel = 43.3 MJ/kg, Density FT-diesel = 780 kg / m3, Average inflation rate = 2.2%
€(2005) 0.02 / liter in study by van Vliet
24
€(2012) 4.00 / tonne assuming an average inflation rate of 2.2%
23
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range transport has a minor role in
i the total cost
c of the suupply chain, even when intermediatees
need to be
b shipped ov
ver 12,000 km.
k The resu
ults found in this thesis ddo however iindicate thatt long
range transport does have major role in the to
otal cost of tthe supply chhain.

3.2.2 Energy
E
requ
uirements an
nd greenhou
use gas emisssions
The fossiil energy req
quired for thee production
n of 1 GJ FT-diesel for thhe six examiined case stuudies
are depiccted in Figurre 21, the GH
HG emission
ns are depicteed in Figure 22. Since foossil energy
consump
ption and GH
HG emissions are closely
y related theyy are describbed together in this
paragraph
h.
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mined cases most
m of the pprocesses doo consume ennergy from ffossil
The resullts show thatt in all exam
resourcess. For the cu
ultivation of the
t feedstock
k the fossil eenergy requiired and GH
HG emitted iss the
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highest for
fo switchgraass (0.089 GJJexpfossil / GJ FT-diesel, 113.90 kg CO
O2eq / GJ FT--diesel). Thee
reason th
hat the fossil energy requ
uirement for the cultivatiion of switchhgrass is moore than five
times hig
gher than forr stover is beecause switch
hgrass is a ddedicated eneergy crop whhereas stoveer is
considereed as an agriicultural resiidue. Since switchgrass
s
iis a dedicateed energy croop, all fossil
energy co
onsumed forr cultivation is allocated to the feedstock. For stoover howeveer most of thhe
fossil eneergy consum
med and GHG
G emitted are allocated tto the corn ggrain. But thee removal off the
stover inccreases the amount
a
of feertilizer requ
uired for the ccultivation oof the corn ggrain thereforre a
fertilizer debit is takeen into accou
unt for the fo
ossil energy requirementt and GHG eemitted for the
cultivatio
on of stover to account for
fo this fact The
T fossil ennergy requireement and G
GHG emissioons
are mainlly associated
d with the prroduction off the requiredd fertilizers aand pesticidees and the diiesel
consumed by equipm
ment used forr the cultivattion.
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Case 5 and 6 are supply chains with purpose growth wood as a feedstock, the amount of fertilizer
and diesel required for the cultivation of this farmed wood is far less than for switchgrass, this
explains the lower fossil energy consumption and GHG emitted found for cultivation. The fossil
energy consumption for preprocessing, which does include the densification into pellets, is
nearly equal for stover and switchgrass but about 50% higher for woody biomass which is
mainly explained by the additional (fieldside) shredding and grinding operations required in this
supply chain. The stover and switchgrass don’t require these operations and are transported in
bales from field to depot. The fossil energy required and GHG emitted for remote transportation
(Field-Depot, Depot-Terminal) is the highest for stover and the lowest for switchgrass. The fossil
energy requirement and GHG emitted for remote transportation of the biomass for the cases with
switchgrass as the feedstock increases when selecting a larger FT-plant. The reason for this is
that when the scale of the FT-plant is increased, the demand for biomass increases. This means
more acres haves to be harvested and more acres harvested means that the draw radius for
transport between field and depot increases; this is because there are a fixed number of depots
specified (8). This in turn increases the fuel consumption of the trucks, which explains the
increase in energy consumption and GHG emitted for remote transportation. The reason that this
is not applicable to the other herbaceous supply chains (FT-diesel from stover) is because the
number of depots for those cases is internally computed by the INL Model which results in no
significant increase in transport distance between field and depot.
From the details, it is apparent that the fossil energy consumption and GHG emitted for the long
distance intermodal transportation from terminal to FT-plant for pelletized woody biomass from
Savannah are lower than for the herbaceous cases from Kansas City. This is mainly due to the
fact that the transporting distance to the Netherlands is smaller.
The energy and GHG emission savings from excess electricity from cogeneration do not change
when selecting a larger scale plant and are for all six analyzed cases -0.355GJ / GJ FT-diesel, 19.85 kg CO2eq / GJ FT-diesel produced. This is due to the fact that efficiency increases as a
result of the scale of the FT-plant are not included in the model developed by van Vliet et al. and
therefore not part of the developed modeling tool in this thesis.

The main contributors to the fossil energy consumption are Long Range and Remote Transport
for the supply chain from stover, Cultivation and Long Range Transport for the supply chain
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from switchgrass and Preprocessing and Remote Transport for the supply chain from woody
biomass. For the GHG emissions the largest contributors are for the supply chains from stover
and woody biomass Preprocessing and Long Range Transport and for the supply chain from
switchgrass Cultivation and Long Range Transport.
For all six biofuel production chains, a negative fossil energy consumption was found. The
lowest negative fossil energy consumption was found for the supply chain from switchgrass.
With respect to GHG emissions only negative emissions were found for the supply chains from
woody biomass, the chains for stover and switchgrass do emit greenhouse gasses from which the
chain for FT-diesel from switchgrass is performing the worst by far.

With an overall found range for the GHG emissions of -0.15 - 13.17 g CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel
produced the found emissions for the six case studies fall within the ranges found by other
studies as collected in the IPCC Special Report on Renewable Energy Sources and Climate
Change Mitigation, depicted in Appendix VI: Figure 29. This figure shows the ranges of GHG
emissions from other bioenergy system LCAs. The six cases studies fall within the category
‘Lignocelulose FTD’ with a range of -5 – 20 g CO2eq / MJ (IPCC, 2011).
For the supply chain for FT-diesel from woody biomass (WFSD1) the JRC study finds a total
energy consumption of 1.09 – 1.29 MJexp / MJ FT-diesel (Appendix VI: Figure 30) from which
0.06 MJ is consumed from fossil resources (JRC, 2011). In the JRC study however there has
been not been credited for electricity production, the transportation distance between terminal
and refinery is assumed to be only 50km (by truck) and the feedstock is not densified into pellets.
In order to compare the results from the JRC study with the chain for woody biomass
(WoodyPTL2000) from this study the savings from excess electricity from cogeneration, the
long range transportation costs and the preprocessing costs (mainly densification into pellets)
have to be ignored. Ignoring these figures the results for the fossil energy consumption of the
WoodyPTL2000 supply chain are 0.069 MJexp / MJ FT-diesel which is close to the figure found
by the JRC study of 0.06 MJexp / MJ FT-diesel. With respect to the GHG emissions the JRC
study finds a figure of 6.9 g CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel with a range of 5.4 - 18.8 g CO2eq / MJ FTdiesel where this study finds a considerably lower figure of - 0.15 g CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel. This
difference is mainly explained by crediting for electricity exported to the grid.
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3.3

Sensitivity analysis

The results of the case studies in Figure 20, Figure 21, Figure 22 show that a large share of the
total costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions of the supply chain of FT-Diesel are related
to the transportation of the biomass from the terminal to the FT conversion plant. The costs for
long distance intermodal transportation are mainly influenced by the time charter rates, fuel
prices and chosen vessel size. From the graph in Figure 23 it is apparent that the time charter
rates and fuel prices have been fluctuating highly between 2007 and 2011. To determine how
robust the conclusion is that a large share of the total costs of the FT-diesel supply chain are
associated with the transportation of the biomass three sensitivity analyses have been performed
targeted on the parameters that are assumed to have a large impact on the costs, energy
consumption and GHG of the intermodal transport of biomass. All sensitivity runs were
performed for supply chains with woody biomass as the feedstock.
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Figure 23 - Charter rates and Fuel prices (Hoefnagels et al., 2011)

The first two sensitivity analyses were performed by additionally running the model for
respectively the lowest and highest time charter rates and lowest and highest fuel prices that
occurred in the period 2007-2011, the assumed charter rates and fuel prices can be found in
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Table 11 and Table 12. The third sensitivity analysis was performed by running the model with
the specifications of two other types of ocean vessels: Supramax (37000 t) and Panamax (53400
t), the specifications are summarized Table 13.

WoodyPTL400
Base
2007‐2011
453.86

Time charter rates (€/h)

WoodyPTL400
LowTCRates
2007‐2011
125.33

WoodyPTL400
HighTCRates
2007‐2011
1568.16

Table 11 - Time charter rates Handysize 2007-2011

WoodyPTL400Base
2007‐2011
Fuel prices (€/GJ)

13.44 (719.31 $/t)

WoodyPTL400
LowIFO380
2007‐2011
4.92 (260.36 $/t)

WoodyPTL400
HighIFO380
2007‐2011
14.86 (795.24 $/t)

Table 12 - Fuel prices IFO380 2007-2011

Time cost (€/h)
Variable cost (€/km)
Fuel type
Fuel consumption full (MJ/kg)
Fuel consumption empty (MJ/kg)
Maximum load (t)
Maximum load (m3)
Speed (average) (km/h)

WoodyPTL400Base
Handysize
595.46
0
IFO380
1761
1466
26000
43333.33
26.48

WoodyPTL400
Supramax
829.29
0
IFO380
2185
1742
37000
61666.67
26.67

WoodyPTL400
Panamax
971.38
0
IFO380
2553
1987
53400
89000
26.67

Table 13 - Ocean vessel properties by type

The results of the analysis, the costs of the supply chain for 1 GJ of FT-diesel from woody
biomass at different time charter rates, fuel prices and types of ocean vessel can be found in
Table 14 to Table 16, the details per supply chain component can be found in Appendix V.
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Costs
(€ /GJ FT‐diesel)
Energy consumption
(GJ / GJ FT‐diesel)
GHG Emissions
(kg CO2eq / GJ FT‐diesel)

WoodyPTL400
Base
2007‐2011
27.27

WoodyPTL400
LowTCRates
2007‐2011
26.47

WoodyPTL400
HighTCRates
2007‐2011
29.97

‐0.16

‐0.16

‐0.16

‐0.15

‐0.15

‐0.15

Table 14 – Results sensitivity analysis: time charter rates

27.27

WoodyPTL400
LowIFO380
2007‐2011
27.04

WoodyPTL400
HighIFO380
2007‐2011
27.71

‐0.16

‐0.16

‐0.16

‐0.15

‐0.15

‐0.15

WoodyPTL400Base
2007‐2011
Costs
(€ /GJ FT‐diesel)
Energy consumption
(GJ / GJ FT‐diesel)
GHG Emissions
(kg CO2eq / GJ FT‐diesel)

Table 15 – Results sensitivity analysis: fuel prices

Costs
(€ /GJ FT‐diesel)
Energy consumption
(GJ / GJ FT‐diesel)
GHG Emissions
(kg CO2eq / GJ FT‐diesel)

WoodyPTL400Base
Handysize
27.27

WoodyPTL400
Supramax
27.10

WoodyPTL400
Panamax
26.75

‐0.16

‐0.17

‐0.18

‐0.15

‐0.87

‐1.73

Table 16 – Results sensitivity analysis: ocean vessel size

The sensitivity analysis found, that from the extremes in the time charter rates and from the
extremes in the fuel prices for IFO380 (in the period 2007-2011), the costs of the supply chain
for FT-diesel from woody biomass are most sensitive to the time charter rates. The difference in
costs of the entire supply chain between the lowest and highest charter rates in the 2007-2011
period are more than 13%. The level of the time charter rates and fuel price for IFO380 seem to
have no effect on the energy consumption and GHG emissions of the supply chain. In this
specific case the export terminal has been located in Savannah and the FT-plant in Rotterdam.
Both cities have a port and therefore the biomass is primarily transported by ocean carrier, for
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which no alternative mode of transport exists. In case the terminal was located inland and the
biomass first had to be transported to the port, many alternatives routes could have been
considered by the Network Analyst to determine the least cost distance route. When the Network
Analyst would select a new least cost distance route as a result of new charter rates or fuel costs,
possible even using other modes of transport, the energy consumption and GHG emissions are
expected to change with the time charter rates and fuel costs for IFO380. In addition it is likely
that the time charter rates and fuel costs in that case will have a less substantial effect on the total
costs of the supply chain of FT-diesel as was seen for this specific analyzed case.

The final sensitivity analysis performed focused on the effect of the ocean vessel size on the
performance of the supply chain. As expected the costs, energy consumption and GHG
emissions are lower with the choice of a larger ocean vessel.

From the tables in Appendix V it is clear that although the time charter rates and fuel costs for
IFO380 do have an effect on the total costs of the supply chain even when considering the lowest
values in the period 2007-2011 the intermodal transportation costs remain to be a significant part
of the total costs of the supply chain.
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4

Discussion

In this thesis, different production chains of synthetic fuel produced in a Fischer-Tropsch plant
located in the Netherlands using various sources of lignocellulosic biomass have been
investigated. These sources include different types of solid biomass from different geographic
regions in the US densified into pellets before long distance transport. These chains have been
investigated using a newly developed modeling tool (BLCM-UU) based on three different
models each with its own strengths and weaknesses.

•

The Biomass Logistic Model (BLM) developed by INL,

•

The Intermodal Transport Network Model (BIT-UU) developed by the UU,

•

The Fischer-Tropsch Conversion Model developed by van Vliet et al. (2009).

The combination of the three models allows for discrete modeling of most of the processes
related to FT-synfuel production. Especially, considering long distance inter-continental supplies
chains to transport the feedstock between terminal and FT plant, the inclusion of the intermodal
transportation networks significantly improves the BLM Model.
Comparing the results of the supply chains of the combined models provides insight in the cost
structure, potential cost reductions (for example due to economies of scale), and transport
(through detailed depiction of intermodal, geographic explicit transport). It provides the
opportunity to compare the performance (in terms of costs, energy consumptions and GHG
emissions) of multiple alternative supply chains from various feedstock and source and demand
regions. Due to its ability to address for both geospatial details and details of logistic processes
the developed modeling can be used to study the effects of densification (unprocessed, chips,
pellets, torrefaction) and the effects of new technologies on the overall performance of the
supply chain. The modeling tool is flexible enough to change individual processes in the supply
chain and even move processes up or down the supply chain with the exception that endconversion into FT-diesel is always required to take place as the final step in the supply chain.

Although with the combination of the models, most weaknesses of the individual models have
been mitigated, there are still a number of important limitations to this analysis approach:
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One concurrent biomass source for supply assumed: The developed BLCM-UU explicitly
assumes that only one concurrent type of feedstock is used for the production of FT-diesel. This
limitation is a result of the inability of the INL BLM Model (used to model multiple biomass
logistics operations in the BLCM-UU) to model multiple concurrent supply chains. In practice, a
mix of different feedstock types from multiple source regions is often used. For the conducted
case studies the U.S. was considered to be the single supply region for biomass for the
production of FT-diesel in the Netherlands since it is a key source area biomass for the
Netherlands (Lamers et al. 2011, Cocchi et al. 2011).

Accuracy of modeling of intermodal transfers: Due to the lack of data about the exact
locations and details of the intermodal transfer facilities in Europe, a rather simplified approach
has been taken to model the intermodal transfers of biomass in Europe. Intermodal transfers are
assumed to take place at centroids of a NUTS-3 region and are assumed to be possible between
all modes of transport that have a node in that region. This may lead to an underestimation of
costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions of the intermodal transporting component of the
supply chain.

No distinct modes of transport for Europe and U.S.: The properties of the Inland Waterway
vessels in the United States are assumed to be equal to the properties of the Inland Waterway
Class 6 vessels for Europe. This assumption was also made due to the lack of data about the
specifics of the Inland Waterway vessels in the United States. The same applies with respect to
trucks and trains.

Limited modeling of maritime logistics: The maritime logistics have been highly simplified in
the developed modeling tool. First of all only one type of concurrent type of ocean vessel is
assumed when determining the least cost route from export terminal to FT-plant. This can either
by a Handysize, Supramax or Panamax size vessel. Second of all, the tool does not take harbor
dues and waiting times for locks into account. Thirdly the tool does not consider the accessibility
of the ports for different sizes of ocean bulk carriers into account.25

25

These issues have been addressed in the context of another study ‘Capacity Study for Solid Biomass Facilities’ for
the Port of Rotterdam.
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Crediting for electricity co-production favors supply chains with a high export of
electricity: Most Fischer-Tropsch plants produce surplus electricity and consume additional
biomass to that effect. Since the developed modeling tool studies the production of FT-diesel, the
surplus electricity is considered to be a byproduct. Following the approach by van Vliet et al.
(2009) the total costs of the supply chain were credited for the benefits of exporting electricity to
the grid. 26 However due to this approach supply chains with a high electricity export to the grid
are favored. An alternative to crediting for the benefits of electricity exported to the grid would
be subtracting the additional biomass used for the generation of the surplus electricity using the
efficiency of a wood powered electricity station as proposed in the JRC study (JRC, 2011).

26

By using baseline electricity generation in Western Europe as a reference.
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5

Conclusion

To provide further insight in the biomass supply chain for the production of FT-diesel from fieldto refinery gate in terms of costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions a modeling tool
(BLCM-UU) was developed during this master thesis. The strengths and weaknesses of this
approach and implementation, the development of an integrated modeling tool to study the
biomass supply chain, has extensively been addressed in the discussion chapter.

The BLCM-UU was designed by integrating, modifying, redesigning and extending three
existing models: the INL BLM Model, the BIT-UU Model and the van Vliet FT Conversion
Model. These three models are all detailed on different components of the biomass supply chain,
but aggregated on the other parts. The strengths of the models have been combined and
integrated into one single modeling framework that is capable of addressing discrete logistic
process details while also being capable of maintaining geographic explicit transport details of
inter-continental supply chains. Thereby the BLCM-UU creates the opportunity to provide
insight in the key opportunities and sensitivities of all discrete logistic processes related to the
supply and conversion to FT-synfuels including long distance inter-continental biomass
feedstock supply chains.

To demonstrate the analyses capabilities of the BLCM-UU several case studies have been
performed in this thesis with supply in the United States and demand in the Netherlands. During
the analysis of the case studies, the BLCM-UU has proven to be able to cope with different
supply regions, feedstock types, routes and specifics of the operations in the supply chain. In
addition the results have been proven to contain enough details to explain differences in the
costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions of the supply chains when changing the specifics
of the supply chain.
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Regarding the cost of FT-synfuel production with different types of biomass sourced from the
different geographic sources in the U.S., the performed case studies (using the BLCM-UU) show
that:


From the three included types of biomass (Stover, Switchgrass, Woody) based on the
assumptions in this thesis the supply chain for the production of FT-diesel from woody
biomass is the most economic of the examined supply chains.



The costs for densification into pellets (included in the costs for preprocessing) are low
compared to the total costs of the supply chains at only 4-11%.



The size of the FT-plant has a clear effect on the total costs of the supply chains due to
economies of scale, reducing the costs by 14-16% when moving from a 400MWth to a
2000MWth conversion plant.



The two main contributors to the total costs of the supply chain are the costs for
conversion in the FT-plant (38-52%) and the costs for long distance, intermodal
transportation between the export terminal and the FT-plant (16-30%). The costs for long
distance, intermodal transportation could further be reduced by processing the feedstock
into torrified pellets instead of conventional pellets. This would increase the energy
density of the feedstock and thus lower the costs for transportation. However torrefaction
would induce costs, energy consumption and GHG emissions. The ability to study the net
effect of torrefaction on the overall performance of the supply chain could easily be
added to the BLCM-UU. Another way to lower the costs of transportation is by moving
the FT-plant near the production site of the feedstock and transporting the bioenergy as
liquid biofuel to the demand location.



Transportation is an important determinant in the overall performance of FT-diesel
supply chains with long distance transportation between terminal and refinery. Even
when considering the lowest values for the period 2007-2011 for the fuel price of
IFO380, the time charter rates or when considering a larger ocean vessel, the long range
transportation remains the second most important determinant in the total costs of the
supply chain for woody biomass.



Considering the current crude oil price of $108.48 per barrel (21 € / GJ diesel) the supply
of FT-diesel from woody biomass can be considered as nearly cost effective and would
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become cost effective at a crude oil price of 121$/bbl. The ranges found for the six cases
are 23.04-30.04 € / GJ FT-diesel. Thereby, even when considering supply chains with
long distance transportation from terminal to refinery, FT-diesel production in Europe
might become cost effective in the future and contribute to the RES 2020 targets of 20%
renewable energy in 2020 (Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC).

Regarding the energy consumption and GHG emissions of FT-synfuel the model results show
that for the performed case studies:


Most processes of the supply chain do consume energy from fossil resources and emit
GHG.



The fossil energy required and GHG emitted for cultivation of switchgrass are five times
higher than for stover, due to the fact that switchgrass is considered as a purpose growth
feedstock and stove is considered a residue.



The fossil energy consumption for the preprocessing of woody biomass is 50% higher
than for stover and switchgrass due to additional energy consumption for field side
shredding and grinding.



The distance between the export terminal and the FT-plant as well as whether they are
located near the coast are important determinants in the energy consumption and GHG
emissions of the long range transport.The main contributors to the fossil energy
consumption are Long Range and Remote Transport for the supply chain from stover,
Cultivation and Long Range Transport for the supply chain from switchgrass and
Preprocessing and Remote Transport for the supply chain from woody biomass. For the
GHG emissions the largest contributors are for the supply chains from stover and woody
biomass Preprocessing and Long Range Transport and for the supply chain from
switchgrass Cultivation and Long Range Transport.
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For all six chains a negative fossil energy consumption is found. The lowest negative
fossil energy consumption is found for the supply chain from switchgrass (-0.093 to 0.098 GJ / GJ FT-diesel).



With respect to GHG emissions 27only negative emissions were found for the supply
chains from woody biomass (-0.15 kg CO2eq / GJ FT-diesel), the chains for stover and
switchgrass do emit greenhouse gasses from which the chain for FT-diesel from
switchgrass is performing the worst by far (12.77-13.17 kg CO2eq / GJ FT-diesel).

Considering a GHG emission factor of 83.8 g CO2eq / MJ for fossil diesel28 all six cases (range: 0.15 – 13.17 g CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel) can be considered as robust GHG emission savers and
meet the required reduction of 60% with respect to diesel production from fossil sources required
by the RES Directive (Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC). For the stover cases the
reduction is 96%, for switchgrass 84-85% and for woody biomass 100% (see Table 10 for GHG
emissions in kg CO2eq / GJ FT-diesel). The RES Directive however prescribes, that for
calculating emission savings, the emissions from a biomass electricity plant must be used as a
reference instead of the emissions from baseline electricity generation in Western Europe. The
latter was used in this thesis. However, even when not crediting for the GHG emissions avoided
due to the export of electricity to the grid, the GHG emissions of all six analyzed cases are
considerably lower than for the production of diesel from fossil resources. Without crediting the
emissions are: 23.02 g CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel for StoverPTL400 and StoverPTL2000, 32.62 g
CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel for SwitchPTL400, 33.02 g CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel for SwitchPTL2000 and
20.00 g CO2eq / MJ FT-diesel for WoodyPTL400 and WoodyPTL2000. Based on these figures
the reduction is 73% for stover, for switchgrass 61% and for woody biomass 76%.
Since in each of the examined supply chains long distance transportation takes place and each
chain meets the 60% reduction required by the RES Directive, it can be concluded that long
distance transportation does not have to be a barrier for biofuel production chains in Europe with
a feedstock supply source at a distant location.

27

The effect on carbon stock changes have not been included in the developed modeling tool, this was outside the
scope of this study.
28
The use of the figure 83.8 g CO2eq / MJ for diesel is prescribed by the RES directive; this figure includes the
emissions from the production of the fossil diesel (Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC).
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The modeling tool (BLCM-UU) could further be improved by incorporating seasonal
fluctuations of charter rates into the modal, since distance traveled by ocean carrier is often a
major part of intercontinental transport of biomass and seasonal fluctuations of the charter rates
are strong. Finally further research should focus on the validation and calibration of the modeling
tool developed in this thesis. This would require the gathering of an enormous amount of process
details (especially for the parts that originate from the INL BLM Model) and empirical data
about existing supply chains which is a resource consuming process and well beyond the reach
of this master thesis.
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Data sources


RRG GIS Database: Transport networks, shipping routes and seaports of European
countries.



Eurostat Database: Labor cost transportation sector, availability forestry residues and
products of European countries.



RITA National Transportation Atlas Database: Transportation facilities, transportation
networks, and associated infrastructure of the United States.



EC GISCO database: Sea harbors in European countries.



SeaRates.com: Distances between sea harbors worldwide



Results REFUEL project: Spatial distribution of energy crops within countries of the EU27

 TRANS-TOOLS V2 model: Network data for road, rail and inland waterways, toll charges
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Appendix I

Programmatic Interface
Programmatic Interface

The BLM Model has been developed by INL using the Business Simulation software
PowerSIM Studio. The UU BITS Model on the other hand has been developed in ESRI’s
ArcGIS Network Analyst. The use of different software packages makes it difficult to
construct a bidirectional link between the two models. The solution found in this master
thesis is to use the by PowerSIM supported Visual Basic scripting language for exporting
and importing data into the INL BLM Model and the by ArcGIS supported Python
scripting language for exporting, importing data and controlling the Network Analyst
module. Unfortunately the two scripting languages are not able to interface directly. To
solve this problem the Windows Scripting shell was used as an intermediate.

VB-script (PowerSIM):
The VB-script accepts the following inputs from the (extended) INL BLM Model:
a two-dimensional array containing the mode specific parameters in metric units; the
selected case number; an array containing fuel cost; a Boolean value that specifies
whether the ArcGIS Module should be enabled; the Dollar-Euro exchange rate; an array
containing labor costs

First the script checks the supplied Boolean value to determine whether the module
should be enabled or that the Network Analyst module will not be used in this specific
scenario. If the module is enabled the script continues and retrieves the Source
(Terminal) and Destination (Refinery) locations ids as has been specified by the user in
the Excel control input file. Then the script concatenates the fuel costs, the mode specific
parameters, the labor costs and the source and destination ids into a single list.
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Programmatic Interface (continued)

Next the VB-script invokes the Python-script through the Windows Scripting shell and
passes the concatenated list as an argument. The final part of the script retrieves the
results of the Network Analyst module and feeds it back into the INL BLM Model.

Python-script:
First the necessary licenses for the Network Analyst are checked out and the geodatabase
(described in the next chapter) is selected as the workspace. From this workspace the
network dataset that is used for the analysis is specified.
Next the source and destination ids are used to retrieve their geographic locations from a
supplied layer file. Their locations are added to a separate source and destination feature
class. Then the route solving problem is formulated including the specification of which
attributes should be optimized for and which attributes should be accumulated. The
solving problem is further specified by adding the start and end points (stops) to the
problem; these are the nodes on the network that are closest to the terminal and refinery.
In addition it is specified that start and end points may only be Terminal Nodes in the
U.S. and Centroids in Europe. Then the parameters (including mode specific parameters)
that were calculated in PowerSIM are added to the solving problem. This is done by
iterating over the rows in a CSV file and checking whether a certain parameter is mapped
and how the parameters are mapped form PowerSIM to ArcGIS. This approach makes
the modeling of intermodal transport easy to extend by the user, since new parameters
added to PowerSIM can with little effort be mapped to ArcGIS. The following part of the
script instructs the Network Analyst to solve the routing problem. The resulting layer is
saved to an output file and the results, which consist of the accumulated attributes, are
passed back to the VB-script through the Windows Scripting Shell.
To provide the user with updates during the run of the script a logging function has been
included, to enable debugging several intermediate results are exported by the scripts.
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Appendix II Calculation steps INL BLM – van Vliet FT Conversion submodel
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Appendix III Assumptions for Case Studies

Type

Labour

person/v

Time cost

€/h

Variable cost

€/km

Fuel type

Road

Rail

Truck

Rail

Inland waterways
IWW CL2
small, dry
bulk

IWW CL3
medium, dry
bulk

IWW CL4
large, dry
bulk

IWW CL5
large,
container

IWW CL6
push tug

SSS

Ocean

5000 - 7500
dwt dry bulk

Handysize

1.00

0.00

1.28

1.44

2.62

2.62

3.76

0.00

0.00

18.41

0.00

10.30

21.85

72.20

106.68

214.22

123.18

453.68

0.30

0.06

0.00

0.00

0.74

0.93

17.84

5.71

0.00

Diesel

Diesel

MDO

MDO

MDO

MDO

MDO

IFO380

IFO380

Fuel consumption full

MJ/km

13.41

207.04

219.57

314.45

469.98

469.98

716.80

1430.00

1760.54

Fuel consumption

MJ/km

8.39

207.04

177.14

271.81

424.57

424.57

660.89

1430.00

1465.61

empty
Maximum load

t

Maximum load

m3

27.00

1820.00

550.00

950.00

2500.00

2500.00

10800.00

5700.00

26000.00

120.00

4550.00

641.77

1321.28

3136.76

3136.76

14774.28

9500.00

43333.33

Speed (max)

km/h

80.00

0.00

5.42

5.80

6.71

8.64

9.00

28.70

26.48

Load factor

1.00

1.00

0.71

0.85

0.77

0.77

0.83

1.00

1.00

Loaded trips of total

0.56

0.50

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.55

225.00

400.00

857.00

719.00

797.00

797.00

731.00

600.00

600.0029

trips
Design ratio

29

Details about the assumptions are described in the IEA Task 40 report.
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Appendiix IV Resullts of Case Studies

Table 17 - Results
R
StoverP
PTL400

Table 18 – Results
R
StoverP
PTL2000
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Table 19 - Results
R
SwitchP
PTL400

Table 20 - Reesults SwitchP
PTL2000
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Table 21 - Results
R
WoodyyPTL400

Table 22 - Reesults WoodyP
PTL2000
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Appendiix V Detailed outputs sensitivity analyses
Costs
Costs (€/GJ biodiesel)

35
3
30
3
25
2
20
2
15
1
10
1
5
0
‐5
‐
WoodyPTL4
00Base
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Appendix VI Results other studies

Figure 27 - Breakdown of fuel cost per liter (van Vliet et al., 2009)

Figure 28 - Wood Pellet Freight Rates (Argus Media, 2012)
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Figure 29- Ranges of GHG emissions per unit energy output (MJ) (IPCC, 2011)

Figure 30 - Detailed results Synthetic diesel JRC WTW Study (JRC, 2011)
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